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FOREWORD BY THE FINANCE MINISTER

An emerged but still
vibrant economy
By Mateusz Szczurek, Minister of Finance

T

he story begins in 1989, when
Poland as the first country in the
central and eastern European
(CEE) regained its independence…
with the benefit of inventory. The country
— and in particular the economy —
was, putting it mildly, a mess. But we
all knew where we wanted to be in the
future. And step by step we worked very
hard to achieve our goals. Now, it almost
seems unbelievable how the situation has
changed.
Poland is among the strongest economies
in Europe. In five years (2008-2013) GDP
grew by 20%, never seeing a recession
while being surrounded by the great worldwide crisis. No other country in Europe
can match that result. We are the fastest
catching-up economy in the EU in terms
of GDP per capita — reducing the gap to
the core EU by one fourth during past five
years. Economic resilience combined with
a prudent monetary policy, balanced fiscal
policy (keeping public finances in check
without negatively impacting the growth)
and political stability make Poland one of
the best sovereign credits.
From a public finance perspective, we
are on track to meet our fiscal targets.
Back in 2011-2012, the general government
deficit was tightened by, respectively, 2.9
and 1.1 percentage points of GDP, while
GDP itself grew in real terms by 4.5% and
2%. Not many countries were successful
in fiscal consolidation without putting
growth under pressure. Last year, the
deficit widened by mere 0.4 percentage
points of GDP and the economic growth
was kept well above EU average reaching
1.6%. The key factor in Poland is that we
have gone about our fiscal policies without
ever losing focus on the importance of
economic growth. Going forward, Polish
GDP is expected to grow even faster than
previously anticipated.
Conservative banking business
models run in Poland, well regulated
and prudently supervised, resulted in
strong key performance metrics of banks
in Poland throughout the crisis. Banks’
mortgage book, including the foreign
currency-denominated part, is one of the
best performers in their portfolios and we
are not expecting any significant changes
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to it overall as
the housing
market is well
supported from
a fundamental
standpoint.
A good track
record of the
Polish economy
and solid and
predictable
policies have
been noted by
the International Monetary Fund already
in 2009, when Poland, as one of only
three countries, was granted access to
Flexible Credit Line (now at almost $34bn),
which we treat as a kind of insurance
policy against potential external crises
and a paragon to our good policies and
do not intend to draw on it. International
investors in our Treasury debt market also
tend to see Polish credit as much better
than indicated by current ratings (A-/A2
stable).
Speaking of investors and Treasury
securities market, Poland’s bonds are
strongly sought globally. Developing an
efficient local Treasury bond market and
the continuing diversification of investor
base preoccupies our approach to debt
management. Our track record on this
front speaks for itself. The markets were
always open for us and bond auctions
were well covered. Investors cherish our
predictability and transparency — values
we are definitely adhered to. In bad times
globally it made Poland a destination of
huge capital inflows by real money long
term investors. Aforementioned liquidity
and credibility combined with small,
shrinking, but still present pick-up in yield,
make a difference when it comes to making
investment decisions in local markets.
The latest chapter of this story is that, as
shown by the International Monetary Fund
in its April issue of the Global Financial
Stability Report, Poland is one of the most
popular destinations for investing reserves
of global central banks among emerging
markets. But is Poland still an emerging
market? Maybe a new story starts here,
a story of an emerged but still vibrant
country. s
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MACROECONOMIC OVERVIEW

Robust Poland well set
to see off Ukraine tensions
Poland was alone among the major European economies in avoiding a recession during the global
financial crisis. But could the recent political turmoil in Crimea knock Poland off balance just as it
looks to surf the economic wave of recovery in western Europe? Philip Moore reports.
WHEN WOJCIECH Jaruzelski’s Communist government collapsed 25 years
ago Poland’s economy was in ruins.
Throttled by more than four decades
of central planning, the private sector
accounted for less than 19% of GDP.
Per capita GDP was less than $2,000.
And with inflation running at well
over 600%, a couple of dollar bills
could be exchanged for a fist load of
old zloty.
The economic metamorphosis that
has taken place since the early 1990s is
remarkable. As the OECD comments
in its most recent report on Poland,
“by 2013, the country had achieved
levels of income and quality of life
likely never experienced before”.
Economic prosperity has been driven in recent years by uninterrupted
growth that saw Poland emerge from
the global downturn as the only major
European economy that avoided a
recession.
True, in 2013 economic growth
slowed to an estimated 1.6% according to the Central Statistical Office. But
this is likely to represent a short term
blip rather than a longer term deceleration, with the European Commission (EC) forecasting that the Polish
economic recovery will gather steam
in 2014 and 2015.
“The improving economic outlook
in the main trading partners and the
resulting pick-up in Polish exports are
set to invigorate private investment
and the labour market, which in turn
is expected to support the recovery of
private consumption,” notes the EC’s
most recent update on Poland. “Real
GDP growth is forecast to accelerate to
2.9% in 2014 and to 3.1% in 2015, slightly above current estimates of potential
output growth.”

Russian tension

The EC’s report was written before the
escalation of tension on the Crimean peninsula, the impact of which
will inevitably be felt in Poland. The
government estimated at the end of
March that Poland’s exports to Russia,
which amounted to $10.8bn in 2013,

are likely to slow by between 20%
and 25% in 2014. Sales to Ukraine,
which absorbed $5.72bn of Pol“Poland is very
ish exports in 2013, are forecast to
sensitive to what
decline at a similar pace.
happens in Ukraine,
Marcin Mrowiec, chief economist
which it sees as an
at Bank Pekao in Warsaw, points out
important buffer”
that some sectors of the Polish economy are considerably heavier exportDaniel Hewitt,
ers to Russia than others. “I was
Barclays
surprised to see that about 25% of
exports of Polish shoes are to Russia,
for example, and other sectors such
as foodstuffs are also quite dependent
European country. “Poland is very
on the Russian market,” he says.
sensitive to what happens in Ukraine,
On the whole, however, econowhich it sees as an important buffer,”
mists say that any loss of GDP arissays Daniel Hewitt, senior emerging
ing from the Ukrainian crisis is likely
market economist at Barclays in Lonto be offset by a recovery in domestic
don.
demand, both in Poland and across
The Ukrainian crisis may also lead
the wider CEE region. “We had a numto an intensification of the debate
ber of upside growth surprises from
about energy policy in Poland, which
the region at the end of last year,”
relies on Russia for almost 60% of
says Magdalena Polan, CEE econoits imported natural gas. As SG CIB’s
mist at Goldman Sachs in London.
Janecki says, this is nowhere near as
“The recovery in domestic demand
high as the Baltic states, which import
in the Czech Republic, Hungary and
90% and more of their gas from RusRomania — as well as in Poland — was sia. Nevertheless, he points out that
stronger and came sooner than we iniPoland — which curiously pays
tially expected.”
Gazprom more for its gas than GerSociété Générale Corproate and
many — needs to explore alternative
Investment Banking (SG CIB), for one,
energy options, such as the develophas responded to the strength of the
ment of shale gas.
rebound in domestic demand, underStrength in numbers
pinned by rising private consumpIn the longer term, recent events in
tion and investment, by lifting its
Ukraine and Crimea may also rekindle
forecast for Polish GDP growth from
the debate about Poland’s entry into
2.7% to 3.3% in 2014 and from 3.5% to
the single European currency, plans
3.8% in 2015, which is above consenfor which were put on the back burnsus, according to Jaroslaw Janecki,
er in 2012 after the crisis in Europe.
the firm’s chief economist based in
Marek Belka, governor of the National
Warsaw. At the same time, SG CIB sees
Bank of Poland, has said the deteriorainflation remaining subdued, with CPI
tion in relations between Russia and
at 1.4% this year.
the EU in the wake of the annexation
It is not just Poland’s trade that is
of Crimea strengthens the case for
likely to be impacted by the crisis on
closer political and economic integrathe Crimean peninsula. At an immetion between Poland and the eurodiate level, says Pekao’s Mrowiec, any
zone.
escalation in the tension will have a
Today, Poland would not meet the
negative impact on consumer conficriteria for euro entry, given that its
dence in Poland. That is unsurprising,
government deficit remains above the
given that Poland perhaps has more
EU’s reference value of 3% of GDP,
uncomfortable recent memories of
which is why Poland has been subwars — hot and cold — than any other
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MACROECONOMIC OVERVIEW

ject to an Excessive Deficit Procedure
(EDP) since July 2009. The deadline
for compliance with the EU’s 3% level
has recently been extended by the
EcoFin Council to 2015, and SG CIB’s
Janecki says that he believes the EDP
will be lifted in 2016. But he adds that
there are two other notable obstacles
to a Polish entry into the single currency. The first is the constitutional
change that will be needed if Poland is
to replace the zloty, which is unlikely
to be pushed through in the foreseeable future.
“A number of policymakers remain
opposed to euro membership,”
explains Michal Dybula, chief CEE
economist at BNP Paribas in Warsaw.
“They argue that Poland has learned
during the crisis that maintaining an
independent monetary policy is not
such a bad thing, and that keeping
a floating exchange rate will act as a
buffer against any external shock that
we may see in the future.”
A second obstacle to Poland adopting the single currency is the requirement, strongly opposed by NBP governor Belka, that the country spends two
years in ERM II, or the euro’s so-called
waiting room, before joining.
“The moment Poland enters ERM
II, the zloty is likely to strengthen,”
says Janecki at SG CIB. “Although that
would be welcomed by some sections
of the population, it would be negative
for the economy as a whole because it
would mean that Poland loses one of
its main competitive strengths. If and
when Poland does enter the euro, it is
essential that there is no repeat of the
mistakes made in Portugal and Slovakia, both of which had overvalued currencies when they joined.”
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In the meantime, economists say
that Poland’s trade is sufficiently well diversified to withstand
turbulence in the former Soviet
Union, just as it adapted to the
economic downturn in the EU.
“Prior to the crisis, over 70% of
Polish exports went to western
Europe,” says Mrowiec at Pekao.
“Since then, entrepreneurs have
been successfully diversifying
into other regions.”
While exports to Asia are rising, however, they are doing so
from a very low base, with Europe
remaining the key driver of the
economic climate in Poland. At

2008

Trade support

Barclays, Hewitt says that Poland
“If and when Poland
is his favourite country in the CEE
does enter the euro,
region. But he adds that caution on
it is essential that
the outlook for Europe is the main
there is no repeat of
reason why his growth forecasts of
the mistakes made in
3.1% in 2014 and 3.5% in 2015 are
Portugal and Slovakia
slightly below consensus. “Poland is
...which had overvalwedded to the euro area, and if that
ued currencies when
underperforms, Poland’s growth
they joined”
may disappoint a little,” he says.
“FDI inflows have been very low,
Jaroslaw Janecki,
not because Poland is doing anySociété Générale
thing wrong, but because European
CIB
investment has slowed down.”
The diversification of Poland’s
trade has been one of the factors that
data, formidable challenges remain.
has helped bring the current account
Some say that these challenges
deficit down from 6.5% in 2008 to
mean that Poland can ill-afford to
about 1.5% in 2013, its lowest level
lower its guard on structural reforms.
since 1995.
“Poland has made huge progress over
A relatively modest current account
the past 25 years, and we are construcdeficit has helped to insulate Poland
tive about the outlook for the econagainst the impact of tapering of quan- omy,” says Polan at Goldman Sachs.
titative easing in the US, although its
“But there is still a lot to be done
government bond market was unaif Poland is to make the transition
ble to escape the wave of selling that
from being a middle income counstruck all emerging markets in the
try dependent on technology transfer
summer of 2013.
from abroad to one that can exploit
To date, however, investor confidomestic-driven innovation to move
dence in the resilience of the Polish
up the value-added production chain.”
economy has been reflected in the
One area that still needs reform,
government’s continued access to
says Polan, is the labour market.
plentiful liquidity. In its most recent
“Although the labour market is very
update, published in February, Fitchflexible it also remains divided,” she
Ratings points out that Poland’s credsays. “There are many employees on
ible monetary and exchange rate
so-called junk contracts, which has
regime, together with a lack of signifia direct impact on consumption patcant macroeconomic imbalances and
terns at the low end of the market and
a stable banking sector all support
adds to the deficit in the social secuaccess to a $34bn IMF flexible credit
rity system.”
line. But with unemployment at about
At BNP Paribas, Dybula says that
Poland's
GDPunemployment
forecast
14%, and
with real
youth
there is no obvious need for structural
closer to 25%, according to World Bank reform in Poland in areas like labour.
“Poland is an incredibly competitive economy,” he says. “It is also
Poland’s real GDP forecast
a very well diversified economy
in the sense that we don’t rely
6
too heavily on any individual
%
sector.”
5
One weakness Dybula says
needs to be addressed over the
4
longer term is Poland’s quite low
savings rate. Fitch puts gross sav3
ings at 21.5% of GDP, which compares with a median of 27.5% for
2
single-A rated economies. “With
support from EM funding likely
1
to decline, if Poland is to keep
potential growth in the 2.5%-3%
0
range and maintain its gradual
economic convergence with the
EU, savings and investment will
Source: OECD Economic Outlook 94 database
need to rise,” he says. s

INTERVIEW: WOJCIECH KOWALCZYK, DEPUTY MINISTER OF FINANCE

Kowalczyk: advanced funding plan
leaves Poland in strong position
In this interview with GlobalCapital’s Francesca Young, Wojciech Kowalczyk, Poland’s deputy
minister of finance, shares his views on the outlook for Poland’s economy, the likely impact of the
Ukraine crisis and a recovery in the eurozone and how he sees recent controversial reforms of its
pension fund system.
: What is your strategy in the international debt capital markets?
You could call our strategy boring. It
is predictable, transparent and delivered. You ask about international debt
capital markets, but for us the local
market is the main funding source
covering 70%-75% of our annual
needs.
Our strategy of focusing on developing an efficient local debt market,
but simultaneously to not sideline
the international markets, was established many years ago.
Now we have a well organised, liquid domestic market [and we] are a
well recognised issuer in the international space. We have always had
access to international markets, even
in the midst of the financial crisis.
Very strong fundamentals is clearly
one of the first things investors want
from a sovereign issuer and in this
area confidence in Poland has built
up over past couple of years attracting investors, who tend to see Polish
credit as ‘better’ than indicated by our
A-/A2 rating.
By the end of April we should have
covered approximately 80% of our
annual plan for 2014, so we are well
advanced.

: Which currencies do
you expect to use for international funding this year and why?
So far we have issued bonds in euros
and dollars — those two markets
are the usual suspects where funding sources in foreign currencies is
considered. We have also entered the
German market with one tailor-made
issue of registered bonds (Schuldschein). We also use Japanese yen
and Swiss francs quite often, however funds raised via issuance on these
markets are relatively small. Nevertheless, we consider tapping them in
order to maintain a good track record
and strong relationship with investors. Besides, those transactions are

quite cost-effective.
We are also thinking of entering
new markets and some initial preparatory works have already been done.
We will not force ourselves into any
transaction — having met all of our
hard currency borrowing needs we
can wait and see how the market sentiment develops. We are going to show
up on the international market in the
fourth quarter when we will traditionally start pre-financing for 2015.

: According to some
estimates, around one-fifth of
Poland’s exports go to neighbouring Ukraine and Russia, many
jobs depend on trade with the
east and Poland still gets a lot of
its oil and some of its gas from
Russia. Could the situation to
Poland’s east impact GDP growth?
Only about 8% of Polish exports go to
Ukraine and Russia together, not onefifth. We cannot neglect that the geopolitical risks connected with the situation to Poland’s east still exist but, we
do not expect this situation to have a
broader, material impact on the Polish
economy.
GDP growth forecast in the budget act for 2014 — growth of 2.5% —
is now perceived as very conservative. The fast recovery which started
in the fourth quarter surprised even
the most optimistic economists. The
National Bank of Poland expects
3.6% growth, the European Commission 2.9% and the market consensus
is about 3.1%. Taking figures which
were used to prepare the budget act
as a reference point, we say that practically all the risks are on the upside.
The investor perception is pretty
similar and reflected in price levels of
our Treasuries. Local currency bond
yields have dropped significantly over
last couple of months. Spreads on the
euro and dollar denominated bonds
have also tightened to their lowest levels since Lehman’s collapse.

: What initiatives

Wojciech Kowalczyk: “The fast
recovery which started in the fourth
quarter surprised even the most
optimistic economists”
have been put in place to boost
growth? Is the Polish Investment
Programme working and is there
a strong pipeline of projects to be
financed?
The Polish Investment Programme
is one of the government’s initiatives
put in place to support those areas of
the economy where such support may
be needed. The objective of the programme is to provide funding to viable long-term infrastructure projects
in Poland and, as a result, drive GDP
growth and job creation.
Both vehicles of the programme
are now up and running. BGK — the
only state owned development bank
in Poland, with its broad mandate to
support the growth of the economy —
is very active in providing debt financing to new projects. Being well capitalised by the government, the bank
is involved in almost every single
large scale transaction. Its role is not
to crowd out commercial banks, but
to fill the gap with long term financing, which under current regulations
banks find difficult to provide. As the
chairman of the bank’s supervisory
board I’m sure that in the near future
BGK will be recognised as the Polish
EBRD.
The second pillar of the programme
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INTERVIEW: WOJCIECH KOWALCZYK, DEPUTY MINISTER OF FINANCE

is the newly created company, Polish
Investments for Development. Since
its inception 10 months ago, they have
analysed several investment projects, but financing through equities
is more complicated and challenging.
It signed a couple of memorandum
of understandings and initial agreements. Recently an agreement on
financing the construction of a power
unit was signed with Tauron, one of
the largest power generating companies in Poland.
The whole programme is gaining
momentum and its effects should
be reflected in sound growth figures
soon.
BGK runs also other programmes,
such as guarantees de minimis targeted to support current account lending
to micro, small and medium enterprises. The programme started a year
ago and has recently been expanded
by investment loans supplementing
current loans. According to the most
recent data more than 45,000 SMEs
took advantage of it. The amount of
guarantees granted exceeded Z8bn,
which translates into more than Z15bn
of loans injected into the economy.
Generally, BGK will play a crucial
role in implementing government
economic programmes and also channeling European Union structural
funds into Polish economy.

: Is the recovery in
Europe a good thing or a bad
thing for Poland? Europe buys the
bulk of Poland’s goods but could
there be capital flight out of the
country?
It’s definitely a good thing for Poland.
Our main trading partner is Germany. However, Poland’s export performance is more tightly linked to German export trends than consumer
demand, because of high integration
with the German production chain —
Polish producers serve as important
suppliers to the German export sector.
In recent years, our manufacturers
made tremendous efforts to diversify their export markets and they succeeded. As the European Union as a
whole is still the major destination for
goods exported from Poland, we will
benefit from the recovery in Europe.
As far as capital flows are concerned, inflow of foreign capital into
the Polish Treasuries market has continued for the last couple of years — in
2013 it was smaller, but still positive. In
2014 so far a small outflow was recorded, but caused largely by redemptions
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of bonds held mostly by foreigners
and we see this money successively
reinvested in our market. The recent
rally on the local Treasury markets is
driven by both inflow of foreign capital and demand from local accounts.
It is also interesting to note that the
structure of flows has changed massively. Some years ago we had banks
and hedge funds dominating the foreign holdings. Now it is the other way
around — the vast majority of nonresidents’ holdings is in the hands of
long-term real money accounts. This
makes our market quite resilient to
global events such as tapering. After
the tapering announcement we still
saw an inflow of foreign capital.

: The pension reforms
attracted criticism as they served
to substantially reduce the role
of private institutions in Poland’s
pension system while they
increased the government’s longterm contingent liabilities. How
do you respond to those criticisms and what effect, if any, has
there been on your local capital
markets?
Preparing for the pension reform we
organised dozens of meetings with
investors present in our local Treasury bonds market. Initially there was
a lot of misunderstanding and hard
educational work describing functional details of the Polish pension system
had to be done. When the logic behind
the steps we were to put in place
were explained the majority of those
investors shared our view and admitted that the fears they had about the
reform and its impact on the market
were groundless.
The implementation of the changes went very smoothly — even better
than we had expected. It caused no
shocks in the market. Future effects
of the reform should be only positive
— lower borrowing needs and consequently lower public debt, which has
already been brought down to below
50% of GDP. This should be noted by,
for example, the rating agencies.
Will it hinder the development of
local capital markets? Not really. Open
pension funds are still out there with
large assets under management and
will be investing in various classes of
assets, except for Treasury bonds and
bonds guaranteed by the state. They
will still be receiving funds from those
who opt to transfer part of their pension contributions to OFE [open pension funds] and their investment lim-

Poland in the Global Marketplace

its will be lifted. We cannot forget that
there are also other investor groups
present in the Polish market with even
higher assets — it is not an OFE-only
market.

: What are the benefits from development of a liquid,
deep and well-organised domestic bond market?
We are committed to developing
an efficient local bond market with
a special focus on liquidity. Many
investors have been drawn to Poland
because of liquidity and low volatility. The crucial aspect related to this
issue is the role of primary dealers. We
have always paid a lot of attention to
our co-operation with this group and
sometimes it was hard — for example when we pushed them to increase
their commitments and deliver tighter
spreads — but it proved to be beneficial for everybody.
Now we are providing even more
incentives to PDs to perform. We are
co-operating with BGK with regards
to its bond issuance in international markets and only PDs for Treasury
securities will be eligible to be bookrunners for those offerings.
Furthermore, a well diversified —
geographically and institutionally
— investor base for Treasury securities was one of the main goals for the
Ministry of Finance in recent years.
Changing our approach to investor
relations activities proved to be a good
way for achieving this goal. A couple
of years ago we separated marketing
activities from debt issuance in foreign markets. Nowadays international
investors are more than familiar with
our credit story, they have their own
view on Poland and meetings with us
let them fine tune it thanks to a deeper look at economic and fiscal prospects.
Obviously, a key target for us is
the US and European investor base.
However, we also established relations with new investors world-wide
(including in the Middle East, Far East
Asia, South America and Australia).
Institutionally we focused on reaching
stable, long term investors, of which
the main target was central banks,
official monetary institutions and sovereign wealth funds. Now we can say
that a noticeable number of central
banks buy our local bonds, denominated in zloty, and according to the
IMF Poland is among the most popular destinations for allocating reserve
funds of global central banks. s

THE SOVEREIGN ISSUER

Bond market prowess cushions
Poland from CEE turmoil
Poland is widely regarded as one of the most sophisticated bond issuers of central and eastern
Europe, but this status is being challenged by the Ukraine crisis and a potential loss of investor
attention as western Europe begins to roar again. Francesca Young reports.

A LITTLE KNOWN fact about
Poland is that it boasts the most
“There was a small
winners of the ‘World’s Strongest
period when invesMan’ title. GlobalCapital likes
tors were focused
to think this has inspired its
on how the Ukraine
economy — Poland is the only
situation could affect
major European nation to have
Poland, but it passed
avoided recession since the global
quickly”
crisis began in 2008.
Poland’s economic strength has
Jonathan Brown,
been enhanced by its impressive
Barclays
activity in the capital markets,
with an effective primary
dealership system, efficient
for Poland, its stable yields are a
strategies of diversification and
reflection of the nervousness as
lauded efforts to be transparent
investors move out of Russia and
with investors, as evidenced by the
into the rest of the CEE. Poland has
country’s recent management of
only around 3% of its merchandise
controversial pension fund reforms.
trade turnover with Ukraine.
These sound capital markets
“Though Poland borders Ukraine,
foundations have proved their worth it has no strong economic links to
recently. Poland shares a 210km
Ukraine or Russia — neither of them
border with Russia and a 535km
is a major trade partner, although
one with Ukraine, and the conflict
the latter is its dominant energy
over Russia’s reclamation of Crimea
supplier,” says Ganske. “Investors
still has potential to escalate. But
rotated money out of Russia but
bankers say that after some initial
wanted to keep it within the CEE, so
concerns, investors have drawn
they’ve been moving it into the likes
a line under their worries about
of Poland and Hungary. The order
the countries directly involved in
book for the recent Hungary deal
the turmoil and have continued
was well oversubscribed because of
investing in Poland. As a result,
that.”
the country’s spreads have barely
Hungary’s $3.5bn bond issue in
moved since the start of March
March drew a $15bn book.
when the turmoil began. Indeed, the
Married to the eurozone
yield on Poland’s $2bn 2021 bonds
For better or worse, Poland’s growth
bounced 23bp at the start of March
— which stood at 1.6% for 2013 —
to 3.49%, but has since fallen back
and appeal to investors will also be
by the same amount.
affected by the nascent European
“There was a small period when
recovery. Germany is Poland’s main
investors were focused on how
trading partner, accounting for 24%
the Ukraine situation could affect
of exports, or $43.5bn, followed by
Poland, but it passed quickly,” says
the UK and France at 6.5% and 6.1%
Jonathan Brown, head of syndicate
respectively.
at Barclays in London. “Poland is a
But though Polish growth is
member of Nato and it is strongly
expected to benefit from a European
supported by the EU and the US.”
recovery, competition for investors’
Michael Ganske, head of emerging
attention may increase as some of
markets at Rogge Global Partners
the peripheral European countries
in London, says that while he still
become more attractive, as they
sees the Ukraine situation as a risk

return to growth while still offering
attractive yields. Greece printed its
first bond since 2010 on April 10,
selling €3bn of 4.75% 2019s from a
book of €20bn.
“One of the challenges that Poland
will have to face is the return of
a broader European sovereign
landscape in the debt markets,” says
Brown.
Ganske agrees, saying that
particularly in terms of foreign
direct investment, this is one of the
biggest risks the country will face.
“Foreign direct investment
tends to move towards turnaround
stories,” says Ganske. “Greece and
even Ukraine may start to look good
to investors as internal devaluations
and reforms are forced, but that
could be bad for Poland.”

King in the capital markets

In the international bond markets,
Poland has set itself up well for
continuing success. Only 30%
of the country’s bond funding is
done internationally — the 70%
majority is raised on its strong local
market — which keeps supply to
international accounts quite low
and so in demand. Poland aims to
pre-fund around 20%-30% of its
full year target, which also leaves it
in a comfortable position to print
opportunistically.
This year’s pension fund reforms
also leave the country’s debt to
GDP ratio 9% smaller at 48% (see
Economic Overview for more detail),
resulting in a drop in borrowing
needs for the sovereign.
Unlike some other CEE
sovereigns, Poland has also built
up a reputation of being a fair
issuer, allowing for some secondary
performance after it prices new
bonds. Indeed, it has issued €2bn
3% 2024s and $2bn 4% 2024s this
year, with the euro deal paying a
10bp new issue premium.
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Throughout the course of the
past 14 years the sovereign has
“There would be
focused on building curves in
good demand from
euros and dollars, which Poland
ensures are liquid using a primary the Middle East and
Malaysia for a sukuk
dealership system. By way of
from the country”
incentive, only primary dealers
can win its international euro and
Alexis Taffin
dollar bond mandates.
de Tilques,
“The primary dealership system
BNP Paribas
works well for maintaining
liquidity as you have to perform
well as a market maker as well
as a bookrunner to be kept on,
tools include Schuldscheine, a form
but holding that position is well
of German private placement. The
rewarded,” says Nick Darrant,
country last placed this kind of
head of CEEMEA syndicate at BNP
paper in February, a €300m 3.272%
Paribas in London. “BNP Paribas
20 year through HSBC.
gained a primary dealer status at
Poland has tended to stick to short
the start of 2013 and were awarded a
to medium term maturities for its
mandate right out of the gates.”
bonds, though — its longest ever
Among Poland’s 14 primary
Eurobond was a 15 year euro deal in
dealers are eight international banks
2010, though it has also done a 30
— Barclays, BNP Paribas, Deutsche
year €500m private placement.
Bank, Erste Group, Goldman Sachs,
“Poland issues extremely tightly
HSBC, ING and Société Générale.
in the medium maturity bonds it
But though euro and dollar bonds
typically targets and they have no
are the Treasury’s most frequent
concerns with regards to refinancing,”
funding tools in the international
says Taffin de Tilques. “The benefits
markets, it has been working to
of going longer have to be weighed
diversify.
against the increase in costs. Poland
“Yen and Swiss francs are
is strong enough that investors would
additional engines for the Ministry’s
buy a 100 year bond — but is there
funding and they have worked
any reason for Poland to issue a 100
well, with Poland having built a
year bond? Probably not.”
good reputation in these markets
How low can you go
too,” says Alexis Taffin de Tilques,
Through a mix of excellent investor
managing director, CEEMEA debt
relations policies, good technical
capital markets at BNP Paribas in
debt management and a strong
London.
economy, Poland’s dollar five year
But as demand grows globally for
CDS levels have fallen sharply over
the country bankers say the finance
the last five years, from 417bp at the
ministry could look to other niche
height of the financial crisis in 2009
markets such as Australian dollars
to around 73bp in April this year.
or even sukuk.
“A wide variety of
products is open to
them,” says Taffin
Poland’s international bond issuance 2013-2014
de Tilques. “It just
depends on what the
Trade Date
Maturity Date
Issue
Coupon
Ministry sees as being
		
Currency		
the most beneficial
08 Jan 2013
15 Jan 2019
EUR
1.63%
funding for the effort
23 Jan 2013
04 Feb 2033
EUR
3.30%
taken to issue. There
16 Oct 2013
03 Feb 2014
EUR
5.88%
would be good demand
17 Oct 2013
15 Jan 2019
EUR
1.63%
from the Middle East
08 Nov 2013
15 Nov 2018
JPY
0.67%
and Malaysia for a
08 Nov 2013
15 Nov 2020
JPY
0.91%
sukuk from the country
13 Nov 2013
15 Jan 2014
USD
5.25%
for example, but the
15 Jan 2024
EUR
3.00%
08 Jan 2014
process of issuing a
16 Jan 2014
22 Jan 2024
USD
4.00%
03 Feb 2014
15 Jan 2019
EUR
1.63%
deal requires a heavy
13 Feb 2014
27 Feb 2034
EUR
3.27%
structuring process.”
Other diversification Source: Poland Ministry of Finance
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“With Poland now trading at a
100bp EMBI spread, there isn’t
much further in terms of spread
contraction for it to go,” says
Ganske. “It can still tighten further
but its potential for tightening is
limited by that 100bp.”
Having said that, Ganske hopes
that with US quantitative easing and
prospects of base rate rises having
already been priced into yields,
Poland’s spreads over US Treasuries
could stand to decrease as and
when QE tapers off and US rates rise
finally begin to rise.
The country is increasingly being
compared to higher rated countries.
“The closest comparable these
days for Poland is the Czech
Republic, but investors are
increasingly looking to western
European sovereigns such as
Belgium as well,” says Dominik
Boskamp, director in the CEEMEA
DCM team at Barclays in London.
The Czech Republic is rated A1/
AA-/A+. Poland is A2/A-/A-.
But Ganske says he sees Poland’s
rating as still being appropriate for
the risk investors are asked to hold.
“It’s a fundamentally solid name,
and insurance companies like it
because it is 0% risk weighted,
so requires no capital at all to
hold so the yields are tight,” he
says. “But Poland’s geographical
position restricts how positive
rating agencies can be with the
Ukraine-Russia crisis smouldering
and the endgame still open. There
is no doubt in my mind, though,
that even without a further ratings
upgrade, Poland as an asset belongs
in a global portfolios strategy,
not just in the emerging market
bucket.”
Poland is a country
that still has challenges
ahead. But it is facing
those challenges with
Sale/Buy
a savvy determination
-Back (m)
in the capital markets
1,000.00
and a lack of volatility
300
that the deputy
-445
minister of finance
700
Wojciech Kowalczyk
50,000.00
jokes makes Poland
10,000.00
the most boring issuer
-132.215
in the CEE. But these
2,000.00
days boring is good.
2,000.00
-25
Investors have had
300
enough excitement for
now. s

Sovereign Bond Market Roundtable

Resilient Poland waits
for deserved upgrade

Today Poland is standing tall. It survived the recent global financial crisis relatively unscathed in large part a result of
the measures the country’s Ministry of Finance had put in place in previous years. Now with an established domestic
market that aids international access Poland is competing with developed countries on the global stage.
GlobalCapital’s roundtable, held in Warsaw in April, brought together Poland’s Ministry of Finance and selected
primary dealers to ask what is being done to enhance, and what can be expected from, the country’s bond market
and could a ratings upgrade be on the cards?
Participants in the roundtable were:
Charlie Berman, head of public sector EMEA,
Barclays
Marzena Fick, head of CEE DCM, Citi
Dariusz Kacprzyk, chief executive, BGK
Bogdan Klimaszewski, deputy director,
public debt, Ministry of Finance
Wojciech Kowalczyk, undersecretary of state,
Ministry of Finance

: Has there been a significant change in
the perception of Poland over the crisis years?
Wojciech Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: Poland has
been benefiting through the crisis years since Lehman
Brothers collapsed. The main drivers of Poland’s success
throughout this time were very strong fundamentals and
strong macroeconomics. To give an example of the latter
— between 2008 and 2013 our cumulative GDP growth
reached 20%, which was the highest among European
Union countries.
We also have quite a good track record as far fiscal
consolidation is concerned — in 2010 our government
deficit had reached 7.8% of GDP, but we brought that
number down to in 2012 to 3.9%. It slipped a little last
year which was a sensible, reasonable decision taken
by the government with regards to a revision of the

Stephane Marciel, managing director, head of CEEMEA
sovereign and public sector origination,
debt capital markets, Société Générale
Clemens Popp, global head of financial institutions,
UniCredit
Alexis Taffin de Tilques, managing director,
CEEMEA debt capital markets, BNP Paribas
Martin Weber, head of debt capital
markets for EMEA, Goldman Sachs
Francesca Young, moderator, GlobalCapital

budget, but the target for next year is to reach a deficit
number of 2.7%.
On top of that there was a process of fragmentation
inside the eurozone and we benefited from being a noneuro EU member — especially from the point of view of
attracting Asian investors and American investors. The
US account for around 50% of non-resident holdings of
our local currency debt.
Our policies of debt management also helped. In the
last 10-15 years we have created a very liquid secondary market for our bonds and liquidity was the major
feature investors looked for during the crisis years. Our
primary dealer system works well so that even when
there were sudden market shocks, liquidity was there.
Strong fundamentals, transparency, government policies and a stable political environment allowed Poland
to benefit from the crisis years.
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: Is the new interest from Asia and the US
continuing and even still growing?
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: If you compare the
structure of our non-resident investors in our local currency bonds from 2008 and 2013 the change is evident.
Before 2008, more than 50% of our international investors were from banks and hedge funds, but now their
share is below 20% and majority are real money investors — non-bank financial institutions.
It’s indicative of how we are diversifying.

the EM versus the developed markets in lots of ways.
There is now a very deep pool of cross-over buyers who
are focused on fundamentals and the right story. If they
like what they see they’ll buy and they’ll buy in size.
The rise of these new investors has helped to tighten the
spreads and diversify Poland’s funding pool over the last
few years.

Stephane Marciel, Société Générale: The intensive
communication strategy that has been undertaken since
the late 1990s whether in good or in bad times and
whether in an easy, supportive market environment or
very tough market environment, has also been crucial.
Investors do appreciate that. The transparency does pay
off, whatever the currency of issuance.
: So Poland was a big beneficiary of these
capital flows into the country throughout the crisis,
but what about now? In the past few months the
risks of investing in the emerging markets have been
highlighted and growth is starting to return to the
West. Could there be a flow of funds out of Poland as
a result?

Wojciech Kowalczyk,
MINISTRY OF FINANCE

This has been deliberate. We make an effort to visit
every major investor at least once a year and we do lead
the way for other countries in the region in this regard.
Liquidity of the secondary market has been important
but so has transparency and openness in attracting
investment. Central banks and sovereign wealth funds
have been acquiring our Treasuries as a result and these
are the most stable investors.
And there is more to come. We visited Asia a couple
of weeks ago and there is still interest especially from the
central banks for our local currency bonds.
The other type of investors which we consider to be
very important from our point of view are cross-over
accounts — there are an increasing number of pension
funds invested in our local currency bonds, from Asia,
Europe and America. We have been to Australia and
there is also interest there.
The strategy we take in attracting foreign investors is
the strategy we first started about 11 years ago when
our first Samurai was issued in Japan. Japan was a
very tough market to break into. We make an effort to
visit them once a year, to see the major accounts there.
Through that we have built a solid investor base there
over the years and as a result Japanese investors are now
major buyers of our local currency bonds. As far as other
markets are concerned that’s how we’ll proceed.

Marzena Fick, Citi: There are people who would argue
that Poland wasn’t an emerging market even in 2007.
Poland is certainly considered a cross-over credit but it is
not a new phenomenon.
If you look at the investors who were buying Polish
bonds pre-crisis, they were largely the same investors
that were buying western European sovereign credits.
In fact what we have seen, as a result of the crisis, is the
return of EM funds into Poland and so it became a crossover credit. At that time investors had a lot to worry
about and that affected Poland just like it affected everybody else. But it is not the first time that we are having
the EM versus non-EM discussion with regards to the
Polish credit.
Investors have certainly segregated out credits that
might be affected as a result of the Crimea situation, but
Poland is not one of them.
Poland demonstrates time and time again that as a
credit it is strong enough for its yields not to negatively
react to market events elsewhere. Actually, we sometimes see inflows into Polish bonds when people are
moving away from other credits and see the country’s
debt as a safer investment.
There have been some outflows from local currency
bonds as a result of the volatility in the EM markets
over the last couple of months. However, when comparing the data for this year versus this time last year the
outflows are less than 10%, which is not significant. The

Charlie Berman, Barclays: Post-financial crisis investors
are now very focused on fundamentals. What are the
policies of a country and are they credible? They’re much
less concerned today about simple labels — whether
something is a developing market or an emerging market. They’re interested in the policies and whether it’s
in the domestic market or in the international market,
Poland has stood up well to the critical analysis by investors of whether the numbers make sense. If the numbers
make sense the market rewards you, and if they don’t
the market punishes you — and that’s the reality.
Martin Weber, Goldman Sachs: The crisis has muddied
the waters and broken down the boundaries between
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Polish market is relatively stable and investors are here
to stay.

Clemens Popp, UniCredit: The rating agencies as far
back as 1996 realised that the country is investment
grade — that’s a significantly long period of time. At the
time of Lehman Brothers’ collapse the CEE was treated
as one entity. Ukraine was considered equal to Romania,
to Hungary and to Poland. But in quite a short space of
time after that investors began to focus on the fundamentals of the credits and Poland thrived on that basis.
It wasn’t the rating the people were looking at but
it was all the things that Poland had already fixed —
things like the household deficits and the debt to GDP
ratio. And together with Poland’s transparency and its
good funding policies — its internationalisation, but
not to the cost of national capital markets — and so on,
people realised that Poland was a good investment.
Throughout the whole crisis Poland had access to the
capital markets — in contrast to many EU countries that
did not. Poland was not just strong compared to other
CEE countries but also better off than many of the others across the EMU area.

tion on the investor side, not just from rating agencies
but directly from the issuers, has become bigger than
ever before. Sophisticated issuers satisfy that.

Alexis Taffin de Tilques, BNP Paribas: In fact, Poland
has set a trend among other issuers with regards to its
marketing. Some countries historically only did roadshows whenever they needed to raise a bond, but now
they are doing other roadshows throughout the year:
they are taking the Polish approach. Is Poland still an
emerging market? The more interesting question is why
are we are asking this question now? It dates back to
the financial crisis years when it showed the world that
there was no crisis in its banking and financial system.
Neighbouring countries, by contrast, struggled where
their banks were much more exposed to external borrowing. Many countries elsewhere in the emerging mar-

Weber, Goldman Sachs: Ultimately if there is a meltdown in the markets and liquidity dries up, everyone
is affected — even the strongest credits. We should not
make it sound like crisis years are good for anybody.
But the steps that the Ministry of Finance have taken
over the years have done a lot to insulate the country as
much as possible from these adverse effects. Having said
that, if the worst does happen and the situation worsens
in the international markets, spreads will start widening.
The question of market access for Poland, however,
has never been in doubt.
During the latest bout of volatility in the market,
we’ve seen widening Polish euro spreads by not more
than 25bp — but other emerging markets have shown
widening multiple times of that.
The current EM crisis is obviously something that people should be wary of, but taking a balanced view together with the country’s fundamentals, Poland is in a better
position to go through a much more significant escalation
than many of the other emerging market countries.

Berman, Barclays: It’s also important to consider the
changes on the buyside though and they way they look
at the world. Looking at how they manage their portfolios I struggle these days in understanding what EM
and developed markets means — they are increasingly
meaningless terms as the investor bases merge.
Responding to the investor change in perspective is
something every issuer has to do, and that’s been managed by Poland with an evolving and very sophisticated
investor relations programme where you can sit down
with some of the most intelligent, aggressive questioners in the world and answer them. Most recently Poland
has had to talk through some of the recent pension fund
reforms for example.
: But roadshows, especially before pricing bonds, are a typical emerging market feature. Is
Poland approaching a stage where it doesn’t need
to do that so intensively as the investor base is so
familiar and comfortable with the country?
Fick, Citi: I don’t think anyone is ever at that stage!
Popp, UniCredit: It really is a never-ending process. The
need for information, especially for first hand informa-

Alexis Taffin de Tilques,
BNP PARIBAS

kets and in western Europe also struggled because their
banking systems were over-leveraged. The robustness
of Poland’s financial and banking system signalled to
investors that it was a safe place to invest. Poland’s five
year euros are now at 20bp-25bp over mid-swaps — the
best comparables for Poland are the likes of Belgium
and KfW.

: What else contributes to Poland being
a successful issuer on the international markets?
Fick, Citi: It’s largely investor relations. Nowadays, all
large investors come to Warsaw and we receive feedback from them that the Ministry is always very keen
to meet with them — it is more or less an open door
policy for investors. Also, it’s the ease of contact of
the funding team and the general transparency of the
sovereign, with data published and made available on a
regular basis.
Taffin de Tilques, BNPP: I agree. In my conversations
about funding strategies with other issuers, the question, “what does Poland do?” frequently arises. Poland
sends a monthly update to its investors and banks —
now at least one other treasury has begun to mimic that,
which investors look on favourably.
Weber, Goldman Sachs: Information, availability and
marketing is very important, but you also need to do
good deals. The team here is obviously very experienced. The way they manage the primary dealership
system from the point of view of selecting banks for
international issues has served them very well over the
years. Good deal execution here has always been at the
centre of the strategy of how the Ministry accesses the
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market — how they work with the banks, choosing the
right timing, how they look after transactions in the secondary market and making sure that banks are there to
provide secondary market liquidity.
All of that ultimately solidifies the positioning of the
borrower in the market. You can have all the information available to investors but if the transaction doesn’t
perform investors are not happy. Marketing, strong
deal execution and good secondary market liquidity are
all important pillars on which you build success in the
markets and it is these pillars that position Poland above
some of its peers.

Stephane Marciel, Société Générale: The building of
comprehensive curves in zloty, euros and dollars has
also helped. Not many issuers are able to do that and
maintain the minimum liquidity required to be successful in several international markets and in their domestic market too. It also allows investors to more easily
manage their positions though active secondary markets.

Berman, Barclays: The strength of the domestic market
also creates the opportunity for developing price tension, not just across currencies but across the domestic
and international markets. That’s a tremendously important attribute and it’s one of the defining features of a
developed market, having international access built on a
strong domestic programme.
This is probably the biggest distinguishing factor that
sets Poland above the many so-called emerging market
countries. Many others don’t have the domestic institutions, the pension funds and the insurance companies
needed for a deep local market. And that Poland has
recently been able to manage a profound change in its
domestic market with the change in the pension system,
with really with not much more than a ripple, is testament to that.

nated in euros, dollars, Swiss francs and yen — we use
the hard currency market as an additional pool, especially when rates are very low.
We are flexible though — we don’t force ourselves
into certain strategies if they’re not working, and we
feel that is crucial.

: Do you have any additional goals in
either the local or the international market in terms
of new currencies or extending maturities or something else?
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: From the debt
management point of view, we’re looking at trying to
increase our duration — the longer the better. The average maturity right now on our domestic debt is around
4.5 years and it’s above five years for our total debt.
And the average time of re-fixing which is the measure
of interest rate risk for total debt is above four years.
Currency-wise, there are different ways to manage
debt — there are countries that swap everything into
local currency but we don’t do that as our models show
that it doesn’t make sense from an efficiency point of
view. The way we choose to run our debt portfolio is
very efficient from a cost of funding point of view.
Berman, Barclays: With regards to pension fund
reform, now that the effects of this have been fully
absorbed in your system — have there been any aspects
of domestic investor response which were unexpected,
or has it gone as you had hoped it might do?

: Is there anything else being done to
foster the strength of Poland in the bond markets,
especially on the domestic side?
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: We realise that liquidity is important so we make a lot of effort to incentivise
the banks as much as possible to become the primary
dealers and we’re quite successful on this front. The
most recent development has been the agreement we
signed with the BGK as far as their foreign currency
issuance is concerned — only banks that are primary
dealers will be granted mandates for BGK issuance.
The other thing we have introduced is prefunding,
which gives us a comfortable position in front of the
market. We usually pre-fund around 20%-30% of our
full need for the year, depending on market conditions.
The bulk of our maturities in both local currency and
hard currency debt are in the first quarter of the year, so
it’s logical that we prefund. By the end of April we will
be done with around 80% of our funding for the whole
of 2014, at which point we can relax and look at the
rest of the year more opportunistically. We prefund in
both the local and international markets.
In managing public debt, we’re not traders but you
need to take a trader’s view, as far as prefunding is concerned and what part of the curve you want to build on.
The exchange of views with the market is very important to us at that stage.
Right now, after the reform of our pension system,
the total is weighted more in hard currency than usual,
but the target is to have around 70% of our outstanding
debt in local currency. The other 30% is mostly denomi-
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Charlie Berman,
BARCLAYS

Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: It actually went
much better than we expected. It is pretty much
business as usual. We made an effort to visit almost
every investor during the discussion period before
the reforms and laws were put in place, because there
were a lot of things to understand and we needed to
provide that education.
Our pension system is very complicated and we
realise that — even one of the rating agencies needed
to use our diagram to show how our pension system
really works and how it was changed as there were
things that were difficult to understand. Initially there
was a lot of misunderstanding because of that, but
when we explained things, people realised that a completely different story was being put out by people
who were in opposite camp.
Pension funds are very passive investors. Their share
of the local secondary market turnover was around
5%-6%. Some think that when foreign investors are selling, pension funds buy, but it doesn’t work that way

Sovereign Bond Market Roundtable
— we’ve analysed the flows. In 2008-2009 the whole
sell off was absorbed by our banking sector, though
the pension funds did purchase as well. But in nominal
terms open pension funds held less bonds in 2013 than
they were holding in 2008.

Weber, Goldman Sachs: In the run up to the reform
there certainly was a fair amount of nervousness, as
people were worried about the impact on the local market. But speaking to our traders, I’d say that if anything,
somewhat counter intuitively, liquidity seems to have
improved in the secondary market locally, though I’m
not sure anyone can really explain why.

: Even on the long end where pension
funds would mostly be expected to buy?
Weber, Goldman Sachs: Yes. Across the curve there are
1.5bp-2bp bid offers, which is good. We’re not seeing
the price gaps we have in the past — the market seems
a lot more orderly.

Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: It will decrease our
debt to GDP ratio by 7.6% according to local measures
and 8.5% to European methodology. Investors were not
spooked once they understood what we were doing.

generally become a lot less important lately. Everyone
was concerned about the generic impact of outflows
when QE ends but because of the nature of the change
in the make-up of the capital flows coming to this country, Poland is now well insulated from these sorts of
pressures.

Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: The Polish market’s
actually become very boring because volatility is so
subdued, even on the FX side. Even after the tapering
announcement or throughout the political turmoil in
Ukraine and Russia over Crimea, our assets are treated
as defensive. But surely an emerging market’s assets cannot be treated as defensive? So that’s another argument
as to why Poland should perhaps not be considered EM.
The IMF uses specific factors to measure whether a
country is emerging. They look at GDP per capita, which
I already mentioned we’ve had great growth in over the
last few years. Our exports doubled over the last seven
years. The exports to GDP are one of the highest among
the biggest economies in the EU. They’ve reached 48%
of GDP.
In the first couple of years after Lehman collapsed,
everybody was talking about growth. Nobody was talking about fiscal strength. Then the world went mad
with everybody issuing, and rounds of quantitative easing being put in place. But then came 2010, investors
started looking at the fiscal side.
We obviously can’t grow as rapidly now but we’ve kept
a good balance. We never went into recession.
Forecasting what investors are going to demand from
you as an issuer is the game every issuer has to play, in
a good way, with the potential investor.
Berman, Barclays: The statistics should be highlighted
— the debt to GDP, low inflation, the current account
deficit being in good shape. But it’s also a very senior
and consistent team that Poland sends out. Of course
it helps when the story’s good, but even when your
story’s not good, having a consistent team makes a difference. When you’ve got both things operating it’s
even better.

Bogdan Klimaszewski,
MINISTRY OF FINANCE

Bogdan Klimaszewski, Ministry of Finance: The
reform was a very important step for us from a debt
management perspective. As a result of the changes
made in the pension system, in the following few years
we will have lower borrowing requirements. For 2014
our borrowing requirement goes down immediately by
Z18bn as a result.
: Bogdan, what do you think has been
behind the resilience of both the local and international Treasuries, particularly in the context of fears of
the effects of a reduction in US quantitative easing?
Klimaszewski, Ministry of Finance: Strong fundamentals, good credit, transparency, good perception by
investors, and a search for bonds that provide proper
security for the investors. It is especially visible when
our new issues are open. Demand is very strong always
on the euro market and on the US dollar market. On the
secondary market they are traded also in a stable way.
Weber, Goldman Sachs: As Minister Kowalczyk mentioned, there was a big move to real money type buyers. In the early stages of QE we saw more speculative
involvement across the CEE space, but these flows have

: But where can spreads go from here?
Is there a floor for them just purely because of geographically where Poland is situated? Is it possible
to crunch them tighter?
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: I can’t predict the
future, I can only recall where the Polish spreads were
pre-crisis. They were much lower than now.
Another factor we haven’t touch on yet is that Poland
is the biggest beneficiary of EU funds. And the negotiations that took place during the crisis, we’ve still managed to get about 3% bigger ticket than other countries.
That shows the strength of our geopolitical position
among European Union countries.
As a Polish citizen you can be only proud of how the
Polish geopolitical situation has changed over the last
six, seven or even 10 years. And it can only help for
investors to know that Poland has a good relationship
with Germany, and that our ties are very strong. Around
25% of our exports go to Germany. And the way our
economy is set up is more linked to Germany than to
southern Europe.
Our geopolitical situation is still getting stronger. We
are facing elections this year and next year, but political factors are not risky for Poland as they used to be,
say, 10 to 15 years ago when the markets were sometimes shaken by the outcome of elections. We’ve been
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through what other countries are going through right
now. We have the 25th anniversary of our first free elections in June this year.
Polish GDP is growing and we expect it to now grow
much faster than previously anticipated. This year on a
net basis we will be receiving around €15bn from the EU.
The growth is broad based, not just from net exports,
as it was the case over the last couple of years, but also
from consumption, investments picking up, and not
only public but also private investments.
Debt spreads can only tighten. It doesn’t matter if the
tapering of quantitative easing continues. Good credit
will always be in demand.

Taffin de Tilques, BNPP: Investors include Poland as
part of a diversified portfolio. The fact that Poland is
perceived as safe is what they want. Spreads can continue to go downwards but at some point it will be impossible to contract further. This is the sort of problem
most countries would love to have.
Weber, Golman Sachs: Also the supply and demand
dynamic is very much in Poland’s favour with the prefunding that has happened.

pared for something that will be much more important
in some years from now.
We have two objectives immediately in mind.
The first is the MTN programme and we are quite
advanced in terms of the preparatory work. We may
also approach the market to get refinancing for our
export activity. Both issues will be backed by a guarantee from the state treasury, so hopefully our rating and
the pricing will be very close to what it’s been achieving. A good benchmark has been established by the
state treasury with what our Ministry of Finance has
done and we intend to follow some of their strategies.
Hopefully the margin over the sovereign will be very
close to what we have managed to achieve in the local
market.

Popp, UniCredit: Looking across the border, Germany’s
KfW offers a kind of role model for countries that are
building a strong state development bank. Throughout
the crisis many countries learnt about the benefits
of having a strong state development bank in place,
especially in a situation when the public or the private
banking sector suffers against the background of a wider
economic development or a homemade crisis.
It’s the right timing for Poland to develop its own
development bank further.
Kacprzyk, Ministry of Finance: I couldn’t agree more.
It will also be for the benefit for the investors. Our
balance sheet is around €12bn, whereas the KfW is
about €512bn but for the purposes of diversification it
is good for investors to consider something else. The
BGK is supposed to do much more than ever before
with set goals and new ideas about performance. From
an investor’s perspective it is quite a nice opportunity,
especially with the implicit guarantee from the state
that we enjoy. Because of all this we are optimistic in
terms of demand for our bonds and also the price.

Marciel, Société Générale: In addition to KfW, across
Clemens Popp,
UNICREDIT

Popp, UniCredit: Poland’s first transaction of this year
had an unbelievable granularity of 230 accounts with
a $4bn order book. The prefunding exercises help that
and results like this give an indication of where spreads
could go.

Europe several development banks such as OeKB
in Austria, OSEO/BPI in France, or ICO in Spain are
established issuers on the bond market. All have been
extremely successful in approaching the markets thanks
to their special status of being a development bank — it
is a winning combination of having a special mission,
being bankruptcy remote, and having very strong state
support, whether that is implicit or explicit.

: Could the excitement for investors
come from the BGK as an issuer in the bond markets? What do you expect the appetite and spreads
to be like for this new credit?
Dariusz Kacprzyk, BGK: We are supposed to bring
to the economy lots of money and we do have stable
sources of liquidity for that purpose. Our first step into
the Eurobond market will be for the purpose of introducing the name of BGK for the future, and considering
another market as an alternative to our usual sources of
funding.
We plan to be very careful in terms of the timing for
the first bond issue. The amount that we are considering
raising at the moment will not be large.
We have quite ambitious plans to develop our asset
portfolio. The Polish economy requires strong support
in terms of long-term financing of the public sector as
well as the private sector.
At the moment our bond plans are part of our strategy of introducing the bank to investors and getting pre-
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Stephane Marciel,
SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE

They are also typically used as a proxy to the sovereigns while offering a bit of pick-up. In this very low
yield environment, even a small pick-up does get investors’ attention.

Sovereign Bond Market Roundtable
: Is the first issue planned for this year?
Kacprzyk, BGK: Yes. This year in May we’ll be celebrating the 90th anniversary of our founding, so this is also
a great opportunity to make people aware of the fact
that such an institution exists and that it is becoming
more and more active.

Dariusz Kacprzyk,
BGK

Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: There is good cooperation between the BGK and the Ministry of Finance.
As this will be the first time on the international market for the BGK, we are going to look very carefully at
their plans and their choice of timing. We want them to
slowly build a curve, which is also important for investors. The demand is there, especially in Asia. The first
issuance for the BGK has to be a success.
: But if the BGK is such an attractive
proposition, could the BGK cannibalise appetite for
the Poland sovereign?
Klimaszewski, Ministry of Finance: There is no risk at
all as the state treasury has limited needs in the foreign
currency. We’re partially funded from the issuance on
international markets, but also partly by loans from
international financial institutions such as the European
Investment Bank, the World Bank and others. Also, there
should be no effect on Poland sovereign spreads as the
BGK will not enter the market with a big size of issuance.
Taffin de Tilques, BNPP: Overall investor demand for
Poland is enormous. There is no risk of cannibalisation. The size of the first BGK issuance will be small
but if you look at the amount of money there is available there is capacity for even a large deal. The market
accepts and welcomes this next step from the BGK
because historically Poland has been a country where
the DCM market has been dominated by the sovereign.
As a next step, investors will want to see state-owned
companies — both banks and corporates — come to
the debt capital markets. Then they want to see private
companies and private banks funding themselves. When
you’re an investor and you buy Poland, you’re offered
20bp-25bp for a five year euro deal. Many would like to
see something else that offers a greater pick-up in yield
but which still makes sense as an investment.
The sovereign has taken the flag and opened investment into the country — now other issuers will follow.
Turkey is a good example of this. Five years ago the
Turkish bond market meant the Turkish treasury. Last
year, the volume of Turkish sovereign bonds issued
was $6bn, while bonds from the rest of the Turkish

economy — the banks and corporates — reached $8bn.
The good job done by the government paved the way
for the whole of the private sector as well as the stateowned banks and corporates to access the markets.

Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: It’s true that our corporate bond markets has not been as well developed as
it should be but it’s partly because our banking sector is
healthy and over-liquid. We’ve seen elsewhere that when
banks have a funding problem then the corporate bond
market tends to develop much faster. Our local banks
are very well capitalised, with capital adequacy ratios of
15%-16%, among the highest in Europe. Over-liquidity,
which is held in central bank bills, is around $40bn.
This is short term liquidity but it explains why the
corporate bond market hasn’t developed yet — our
banking sector was providing easy financing.
We are currently working on making the corporate
bond market more liquid by looking into the issue of
bank licensing, and making sure the banks can provide
liquidity to the corporate bond market. Currently trading
has to go through brokerage houses, which is an obstacle.
We are also nearly done with new legislation on
covered bonds. That should be another step forward in
making sure that the corporate bond market will have
more liquidity.

Berman, Barclays: You could make the same comment
about all of Europe in that the corporate bond market is
not developed in the way, certainly relative to the United
States, that many of us would have liked. A large function
of it is the liquidity in the banking system and the ability
of corporates to fund themselves there. So I don’t think
Poland is any different to the eurozone in that respect.
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: We also want to
address the issue of the loan to deposit ratio in the
banking sector — it’s slightly above 100% in Poland
right now. As the country is developing, we see the
need to create opportunities for the banking sector to
issue long term liabilities to match longer term assets.
But it is difficult. There is a lot of new EU legislation
— CRD4 is around the corner — and this provides real
challenges for every banking group in Europe.
: But of course, as with any country —
emerging or not — there are risks. In your opinion,
what are the biggest challenges that Poland faces?
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: It is still the eurozone.
Around 50% of our exports go to eurozone countries.
Minister of Finance Rostowski used to say that there
is a rule in Poland — we are German growth plus two
— so if Germany grows 1%, we grow 3%. On average,
he was about right. A crisis exploding in the eurozone
area, which includes Germany, will also affect us. A
pick-up in growth in western Europe helps us to accelerate our own GDP growth. And of course there are other
geopolitical risks that could potentially affect Poland and
other parts of the CEE. We can’t entirely neglect those.
So far though, this hasn’t been a big worry and as a
member of NATO and EU we are better positioned than
ever before to weather a geopolitical crisis — after a
long period of being in the wrong camp we finally seem
to be in the right camp.
Taffin de Tilques, BNPP: The Crimea story has been a
kind of stress test for Poland. At the beginning, there
was some concern among investors that Poland would
get caught up in the turmoil because of its geographical
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proximity to Ukraine. But the spreads barely moved.
The correlation between Poland and Ukraine was
about as low as the correlation between Poland and
Bangladesh. Far from spooking investors, the situation has served to consolidate the image of the country
among investors. Of the three foreign ministers that
visited Kiev as the fighting erupted, two were from
Germany and France — the other was from Poland.
Poland has both strong knowledge and interest in the
situation being well managed. International investors
look at recent events as a major stress test, but one that
the country has passed with flying colours.

: Bearing all that in mind, is the current
rating of A2/A-/A-still appropriate for Poland?
Popp, UniCredit: The question is moot because investors do not pay as much attention to a rating as they did
five or seven years ago. But the rating agencies do seem
to be lagging the market perspective of this credit, certainly in terms of the yields offered.
The rating should be at least one or two notches higher than it is. But this is not a new phenomenon — ever
since my very first roadshow with Poland, I had the
feeling that the wider perception of the credit was much
stronger than the ratings indicated.
At the end of the day though, the positive perception
is what counts and makes the investor buy a credit.

think in the price Poland pays for its bonds and the
trading of its secondary curve.

: Is there any expectation of an upgrade
any time in the near or medium term?
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: During the crisis
years, not being downgraded was almost as significant
as being upgraded. The most recent change to any of
our ratings was in 2007, and Moody’s hasn’t changed it
since 2002. In that time the country has changed massively in terms of its exports and GDP growth. You could
call it a different country. We think that by mid-2016
the excessive deficit procedure will be lifted and another
excuse will be taken away from the rating agencies to
not give us an upgrade.
: So, to conclude, is Poland an emerging
market, a developed market, or do we need to find
another name for it? And is calling a country part
of the emerging markets — with the indications of
high growth that this title brings — really such a
bad thing anymore?
Berman, Barclays: It’s a very highly regarded sovereign
borrower. The title of ‘emerging markets’ doesn’t really
mean anything anymore.
Taffin de Tilques, BNPP: No, it’s not an emerging market, but it does retain the benefit of attracting a lot of
emerging market investors, which is an excellent position to be in.
Berman, Barclays: But that’s the whole point — whether you are a western European EU country or a strong
CEE country, everybody has this massive cross-over
investor interest now. Investors don’t look at it in these
terms any more. A lot of the big investors have merged
their teams to reflect exactly that. Most funds just have
a sovereign team now, rather than a specific EM team or
a specific developed market sovereign team.
Weber, Goldman Sachs: We should not use the term

Martin Weber,
GOLDMAN SACHS

Weber, Goldman Sachs: Also once you are in the
investment grade space, it matters less what the exact
rating is. If you’re teetering on the boundary between
investment grade and sub-investment grade, it makes
a huge difference as there are many portfolios that are
dedicated to certain rating segments. Poland is in a well
defined investment grade position. Whether they are
a strong single-A issuer or a weak AA rated issuer isn’t
of much consequence to investors as portfolios largely
aren’t divided like that.
Fick, Citi: The rating agencies’ reluctance to upgrade
Poland could also be, in part, attributed to the effect of
the financial crisis. One could argue that it is very hard
for the rating agencies to upgrade a credit when they
are downgrading sovereigns across Europe. The financial
crisis has made the rating agencies more cautious.

Berman, Barclays: I don’t think any serious investors
make investment decisions based on ratings, other than
in terms of the structure of their portfolios. Their whole
purpose is to try to be ahead of the rest of the market
and the ratings agencies. You can see what investors
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‘EM market’ here as if it means something bad. We tend
to think about EM issuers in terms of the shape of their
economies and what that means for growth rates and,
ultimately, the investor base.
That old way of defining EM doesn’t really fit Poland
and some other CEE countries anymore. But the term
in itself is what needs to be looked at and the definition
should perhaps change. At Goldman we refer to the classic EM space as growth markets rather than emerging
markets as we see that as a fairer reflection of what some
of these countries have achieved and are still achieving.
Stereotypes don’t help. The focus should be on the
fundamentals not on simple categorisation.

Berman, Barclays: Poland is a sovereign which is not
part of the euro, but is within that community. It has a
very well developed domestic market. It has unfettered
international access. You can easily make relative value
judgements against the likes of Sweden. What do you
trade it against? As an emerging markets investor, this
doesn’t give you the yield you want, it’s far too rich.
: What would the Poland Ministry of
Finance like to see itself categorised as?
Kowalczyk, Ministry of Finance: Let’s just say we
would like to get that upgrade. s

INTERVIEW: PAWEŁ TAMBORSKI, UNDERSECRETARY OF STATE, MINISTRY OF TREASURY

Life after the privatisation
programme
Paweł Tamborski has been one of the key architects of Poland’s capital markets in the past 20 years. From 1991
to 2012 he worked in the financial services industry, most recently as co-head of capital markets at UniCredit
CAIB Securities in London and then as head of investment banking at Wood & Company.
Since January 2012, Tamborski has served as undersecretary of state at the Ministry of Treasury in Warsaw,
where his responsibilities include overseeing the privatisation process and co-ordinating with foreign and
domestic partners to promote Polish capital markets around the world. GlobalCapital’s Philip Moore asks him
for an update on the privatisation programme and the development of Warsaw as a financial centre.
: Privatisation
receipts in 2013 reached Z4.4bn.
Was this in line with your original
expectations?
Our original target for the year was
Z5bn. However, revenues from
privatisation are less important from
a budgetary perspective these days
than they were some years ago. So
we have more flexibility in terms
of the revenues we generate from
privatisation.

: Does this mean
that privatisation in Poland
has now accomplished what it
set out to achieve? If so, what
were the main objectives of
privatisation — raising revenues
for the government, increasing
competitiveness in the corporate
sector, or encouraging the growth
of the Polish capital market?
All the objectives you mentioned
were important. But I think the most
important function of privatisation
has been its role in transforming the
Polish economy.
In 1990, more than 70% of Polish
GDP was generated by state related
companies. The majority of Polish
agriculture was in private hands,
and there were a number of small
businesses that were privately
owned. But the rest of the economy
was owned by the government,
which created huge inefficiencies,
especially in heavy industry.
Today, the share of the public
sector has been reduced to less
than 20%. In the early 1990s more
than 8,000 enterprises were under
state supervision. This number
has now fallen to below 300.
Altogether, we have raised revenues
from privatisation of Z150bn. In
the early days of privatisation this
revenue generation was important,
but overall the most important

element has been the improved
efficiencies created by privatisation.
For example, in the banking sector
privatisation has added capital and
technology. When the process began,
Polish banking was largely a cashbased industry. Today, the majority
of Poles don’t even remember using
cheques.
One of the characteristics of Polish
banking is that more than 60% of the
industry is in the hands of foreign
banks. As it turned out, after the
Lehman crisis in many cases the
Polish subsidiaries were in better
shape than their parents.
In this century, our main focus in
the privatisation process has been
on the development of the capital
market. Especially in the sale of large
companies, our preference has been
to use IPOs as a tool for privatisation.
We created a stock exchange in
1991, and privatisation played a
key role in providing the liquidity
that was needed to support its
expansion, which has encouraged
other companies to list their shares
on the exchange. Today, only 11 of
the companies that make up the
WIG20 index of the largest quoted
companies in Poland have their roots
in the privatisation programme.
The other nine are the result of the
successful development since the
early 1990s of the Polish private
sector.

Paweł Tamborski: “Today the
majority of Poles don’t remember
using cheques”
initiative designed to promote
employee share-ownership with a
lock-up mechanism to encourage
long term holdings. Almost two
million employees benefited from
this scheme.
At the Ministry, we developed
a special programme not just to
promote individual transactions
but also to educate retail investors
about the stock market. One of the
results is that today about 16% of
secondary trading on the Warsaw
Stock Exchange is generated by retail
investors, which is a high share by
international standards.

: Has privatisation
also promoted the growth of a
popular shareholding culture in
Poland?

: What’s the next step
for privatisation in Poland? Is it
the case that although the target
for proceeds this year is Z3.7bn,
large-scale privatisation IPOs are
now coming to an end?

Partly. Retail participation in the
large privatisations has been like
a national sport, with the most
popular transactions attracting
orders from more than 320,000
individual investors.
One component of the
privatisation programme was an

It’s true that after 20 years of
privatisation in Poland we are
approaching the stage where IPOs
will play less of a role.
We still have more than 250
companies that need to be privatised,
including some large companies.
But the majority of the 250 are much
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smaller, and there are no obvious
candidates among them for IPOs. So
in the future we will be talking much
more about direct privatisation,
which will involve the sale of smaller
companies to strategic buyers.
An important role in the
next phase of the privatisation
programme will be played by the
Polish Investments Programme. This
is a concept led by the state-owned
Polish development bank, BGK,
which will provide the necessary
debt finance, while the equity will
come from a government-owned
provider named Polish Investments
for Development (PIR).

: Can you comment on
the broader role being played by
the capital market in supporting
the development of the private
sector? For example, is the recent
reform of the pension scheme a
setback for the capital market,
because it implies nationalisation
of private savings?
Reform of Polish pension funds
dates back to the late 1990s. The
main problem associated with this
reform was running the old pay as
you go (PAYG) system in parallel with
the new three-pillar system, which
created a substantial financial gap
between the two. The original plan
had been to finance this gap with
privatisation proceeds. But instead,
some previous governments plugged
this gap by issuing debt, which
meant that total public debt began
to approach the maximum level of
55% of GDP permitted under the law
regulating public finance issues.
This is why it was decided to
redeem the debt component of this
programme, which has had the effect
of reducing our public indebtedness
by 9% of GDP.

: So the assets are —
or were — managed privately but
owned publically?
The liabilities of the funds are
ultimately guaranteed by the
government, but from a bigger
picture perspective it is clear that
the introduction of the new pension
system at the end of the 1990s was
a major driver for the growth of the
Polish capital market, allowing us to
create a very strong stock exchange
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that is well ahead of its competitors
in the region. It also supported the
growth of industry in Poland and
the development of a capital market
culture, which in turn helped Polish
entrepreneurs to finance expansion.

: Does the reform
also mean that pension funds will
be forced to be more innovative
as they look to other more
productive asset classes, such as
corporate bonds, to justify their
fees and earn higher returns for
their members?
Yes. This is a very valid point.
Pension funds will no longer be able
to buy T-bonds, so they will need to
consider diversifying into corporate
and infrastructure debt. Under the
new rules they are also allowed
to invest more outside the Polish
market, which will encourage more
competition among the pension
funds.

: Presumably it will
take time for pension funds to
adjust. They can’t go from buying
domestic T-bonds to, say, Spanish
corporate bonds or Japanese
equities overnight.
True. But the first step should be the
domestic Polish capital market, which
is still relatively under-developed
on the debt side. Most debt finance
is still provided by banks. From the
perspective of the Polish banks’
balance sheets, I see the development
of a local corporate bond market as
very important and beneficial.

: Is this particularly
important for the development of
the market for longer term debt,
which the banks are unable to
provide?
Yes. We hope that institutional
investors will be able to provide more
support for longer term financing,
such as infrastructure projects
co-financed by BGK and PIR SA.

: Does the SME
sector have access to sufficient
funding at competitive levels and
in the tenors it needs to support
investment and innovation?
Medium sized companies certainly
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have good access to funding. There
are almost 1,000 companies quoted
on the Warsaw Stock Exchange, most
of which fall into the ‘M’ category of
SMEs.
As a government, we have also
been designing special facilities for
companies which fall into the ‘S’
grouping of SMEs, such as the de
minimis programme which has been
developed by BGK and provides
guarantees for bank lending to SMEs.

: How important to
the broader Polish economy is the
continued growth of Warsaw as a
financial centre?
Our ambition is clearly to create a
capital market hub for the whole
region. For example, Warsaw is, and
I hope will remain, a natural source
of capital for Ukrainian companies
— so much so that the Warsaw Stock
Exchange even has a Ukrainian
companies index. This is a sensitive
topic at the moment for obvious
reasons. But in the long term, when
the situation has stabilised, I’m
sure that pension fund reform, and
the willingness of Polish investors
to buy foreign companies’ shares,
will strengthen Warsaw’s role as a
regional hub by increasing local
institutions’ demand for overseas
exposure.
We have been very demanding
of financial institutions in Warsaw,
telling them that if they want to
work for the Polish government
and participate in the privatisation
project, they will be expected to
dedicate serious resources to their
local operations. This means they
need to build up teams that cover
Poland on the macroeconomic and
company research side, as well as
from a sales and trading perspective.
As an administration we have
launched an initiative aimed at being
more aggressive and proactive in
building up Warsaw’s strengths as a
financial hub for the whole region
to create an even more competitive
environment for clients. For example,
we recognise that we need to increase
the savings rate by motivating people
to take more responsibility for their
financial future, and to find ways of
using these savings for the benefit of
the Polish economy by developing
a more liquid market for debt
securities. s

WARSAW AS A FINANCIAL CENTRE

Ambitious Warsaw leaves CEE
rivals struggling to keep up
Poland has transformed over the past two decades with Warsaw climbing up the ladder to become
the number one CEE financial centre. More innovative products are in the pipeline with the
intention of attracting investors, but Warsaw’s ambitious plan to merge its stock exchange with the
Vienna-based CEE Stock Exchange Group is causing friction, writes Philip Moore.

IF YOU’VE HAD a business meeting in
any of Warsaw’s more modern office
towers, or if you’ve passed through
one of Poland’s recently redeveloped
airports, the chances are that you’ve
peered through windows manufactured by Press Glass SA, which is headquartered in Poczesna, a small town
30 miles north of Katowice.
Press Glass was established in 1991
by Arkadiusz Mus, a law graduate and
golf fanatic who was recently ranked
as the 32nd wealthiest individual in
Poland. Since then, it has grown into
one of Poland’s most successful companies and exporters, which controls
25% of the domestic glass market in
construction, produces about four million square metres of glass units annually, employs 1,400 people and recorded a turnover in 2012 of €120m.
Although it was founded in the
same year as the modern Warsaw
Stock Exchange and is emblematic of the new Poland, Press Glass is
still unlisted. Iwona Sroka, president
and CEO of Poland’s Central Securities Depository (KDPW), says that
this makes Press Glass one of the best
examples of a highly successful company that remains in private hands,
although there are scores of others.
“We still have enormous potential for
organic growth within the domestic
Polish capital market,” says Sroka.
This mirrors the view expressed by
the WSE’s president and CEO, Adam
Maciejewski, that the exchange has
enjoyed what he describes as “partial
success” in supporting the evolution
of the Polish economy in the past two
decades (see interview on page 33).
That may be too self-deprecating,
given the breathtaking growth of the
WSE and of Warsaw as a financial
centre since 1991. “The creation and
expansion of the capital market has
been by far the most successful feature
of the Polish economic transformation in the past 20 years,” says Krzysztof Walenczak, CCO of Société Géné-

Press Glass: a future on the Warsaw Stock Exchange?

rale CIB in Warsaw. “For example, look
at daily liquidity on the WSE, which
is now higher than all other regional
exchanges combined, including Vienna and Athens. This is not hearsay. It
is a quantifiable measure of the WSE’s
leadership within the region.”

Rapid growth

An impressive collection of other
numbers attest to the credentials of
the WSE as one of the fastest growing
exchanges in the world. The number
of listed companies grew at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
16% between 2003 and 2013. Over the
same period, the value of stocks traded rose at a CAGR of 31%, which compares with an EU average of 2.1%.
Much of this growth has been contributed by overseas companies,
underscoring Warsaw’s position as a
regional financial centre. Of the 895
companies listed on the exchange
at the end of 2013 (450 on the main
market and 445 on NewConnect), 58
were foreign, representing more than
20 countries.
This success has been the product
of a co-ordinated strategy among all
market participants, with the KDPW

Group, which comprises the KDPW_
CCP clearing house and the central
securities depository, providing essential infrastructural support. “I think
we are unique in this part of Europe
in the sense that we provide a comprehensive range of post-trade tools
and services which are comparable to
those of the world’s most developed
markets,” says Sroka.
Beyond the WSE and the KDPW
Group, say bankers, a thriving and
well diversified financial community
has taken shape, supported by the private and public sector alike. “Warsaw
has solidified its position as a financial centre of CEE as a result of the coordinated approach of the WSE, the
Ministry of State Treasury and the Polish Financial Supervision Authority
(KNF),” says Artur Kozieja, managing
director and head of Poland investment banking at Barclays in London.
“The trend has also been facilitated by
the growing pull of local capital accumulated by pension funds, mutual
funds and insurance companies.”
Retail investors have also played
their part. According to the WSE,
there are now some 1.5m brokerage
accounts registered in Poland.
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As Kozieja says, the government’s
strategy of encouraging the development of a local financial centre has
been underpinned by its requirement
that all investment banks with an
eye on local deals open a local office.
“The Treasury has been very keen
on encouraging investment banks to
establish a presence in Warsaw, rather than just flying in and out,” says
Artur Tomala, managing director and
head of the Polish branch at Goldman Sachs in Warsaw. “At the same
time, investment banks saw plenty of
potential in terms of economic growth
and political stability.”

Regional battles

But with the privatisation process,
which underpinned much of Warsaw’s success, now petering out the
exchange itself gives the impression of
being impatient to make another leap
forward. Recently, its expansion ambitions have been reflected in its acquisition of 30% of the pan-European
Aquis exchange and the opening of a
new Universal Trading Platform (UTP)
capable of handling 20,000 orders per
second.
The clearest signal of the WSE’s
growth ambitions, however, is its plan
to merge with the Vienna-based CEE
Stock Exchange Group (CEESEG),
which is the product of the acquisition
by the Wiener Börse of majority holdings in the stock exchanges of Budapest, Prague and Ljubliana. Warsawbased bankers say that although the
WSE refers in public to its merger talks
with the CEESEG, it would effectively
represent a takeover.
That would make a huge statement
about how far Poland has come in
the past 20 years, especially to those
who recall Vienna’s confidence about
how it would be the gateway for investors wanting exposure to the emerging markets of eastern Europe after
the collapse of the Berlin Wall. But
bankers caution that this ambition is
already creating tension in Vienna.
“Because Warsaw is significantly more
liquid in cash as well as derivatives
than the CEESEG, the only transaction
that makes sense from Warsaw’s perspective would be an acquisition,” says
one market participant. “But Vienna
prides itself on having been in business for over 200 years and doesn’t
want to give up its independence easily. The proposed transaction is generating controversy and opposition in
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Vienna, not least because it would
look like an admission that its ambition of being the market leader was
essentially a failure.”

“The creation and
expansion of the
capital market has
been by far the
most successful
Disruptive merger
feature of the
Others caution that acquiring
Polish economic
CEESEG could also be a costly and
transformation in
immensely complex undertaking
the past 20 years”
at a time when the Vienna-based
Krzysztof
exchange has been losing market
Walenczak,
share in equity turnover to Europe’s Société Générale CIB

rapidly-expanding multilateral trading facilities (MTFs). “As we’re talking
about an exchange that would service a relatively small region with five
countries, four different currencies
and five separate FSAs, all of which
are at very different stages of development, a merger would be extremely
complicated,” says one Warsaw-based
market participant.
Besides, say Warsaw-based bankers, there is still a wealth of opportunities to be explored in the domestic
market. Most obviously, there is the
potential of companies like Press Glass
to support the continued diversification of the equity market by listing on
the WSE. After all, in spite of its explosive growth in the past two decades,
the market capitalisation of the Polish
equity market remains modest by the
standards of developed markets. This
rose from 15% of GDP in 2002 to 36%
in 2012, which compares with 63% in
the EU and a world average of 77%,
according to WSE data.
At KDPW, Sroka says aside from supporting the local economy by encouraging successful privately owned companies to list on the WSE — especially
in industries where Poland is a market
leader, such as furniture — the Warsaw market is working on developing
new products and services aimed at
attracting more investors. “Securities
lending is one example of a growth
area for the market,” she says. “In the
second half of this year we will finalise a project for anonymous securities lending and the introduction of
an improved collateral range, which
will increase liquidity and bring new
investors in to the market.”

Corporate bond future?

Beyond the primary equity market,
there are a host of other areas and
products that could further solidify
Warsaw’s status as a regional financial
powerhouse. “Equities will always be
the first platform that stock exchanges
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offer, followed by bonds, derivatives
and commodities,” says Walenczak
at SG CIB. “Warsaw is clearly making
important progress in diversifying in
all these areas.”
Barclays’ Kozieja agrees, pointing
to the potential of the corporate bond
market as a key driver of future activity for the Warsaw-based investment
banking community. Again, the market statistics speak for themselves:
according to the WSE, fixed income
issuance outside the T-bond market in Poland accounts for just 7.6%
of GDP — way below even Hungary,
where it is 35%.
Other promising long term growth
areas for the Warsaw-based investment banking community may be
M&A and private equity. According to
data published by the law firm, CMS
Cameron McKenna, there were 363
deals worth €12bn in Poland in 2013,
which is up from 331 valued at €9bn
in 2012, but way down on the 518
deals worth €21bn in 2010. At Goldman Sachs, Tomala remains constructive about the prospects for M&A and
inflows of strategic investment in
Poland and across the broader region.
“Even after adding about 20% to its
GDP over the last five or six years,
Poland’s projected annual growth of
about 3% makes it an attractive market for inflows of investment on a riskadjusted basis,” he says.
In the meantime, bankers say they
are confident that the financial community in Warsaw will continue to
expand. “A big group of highly educated, motivated professional personnel is joining the market from local
schools of higher education each
year,” says Barclays’ Kozieja. “This
personnel is much cheaper than in
western Europe, so several big multinationals and banks have created outsourcing centres in Poland linked both
to IT support and services such as
accounting.” s

INTERVIEW: ANDRZEJ RACZKO, NATIONAL BANK OF POLAND

Reasons to be optimistic
ahead of euro adoption
Andrzej Raczko was Poland’s finance minister during the final stage of the country’s accession to
the European Union in 2003-4. Today, he is a member of the management board at the National
Bank of Poland (NBP). In this interview, he shares his views on the outlook for Poland’s economy
and financial services industry with GlobalCapital’s Philip Moore.

: The NBP’s
expectations for GDP growth
in 2014 seem to be well above
consensus. Why is this?
Consensus is being adjusted,
because the IMF is increasing
its growth projections for 2014,
although its forecast is still below
ours. The NBP’s 3.6% growth
forecast is in line with long term
potential growth.
I’d like to explain why we are
optimistic about the growth outlook.
First, in 2012 and 2013 the main
driver of our growth was net exports,
which was unusual for the Polish
economy. When Poland was growing
at 4%-5%, net exports made a
negative contribution to growth.
This year, net exports will
gradually be replaced by domestic
demand, which will be driven
by strong private consumption
underpinned by rising employment
rates and increases in wages and
salaries. In nominal terms, these are
rising at between 3% and 4%, which
is not very high compared with the
past. But in real terms, it is very high
because inflation is below 1%.
Investment demand is the second
key engine of growth, led by public
investment supported mainly by EU
structural and cohesion funds. The
data we have collected on private
sector investment suggest that risk
aversion among Polish firms is
declining and that they are starting
to invest again, which will also be
supportive of growth.
The risk we did not take into
account when we prepared our
projections was of course the crisis
in Ukraine. Ukraine itself only
accounts for about 3% of total Polish
exports, but the former Soviet
republics, excluding the Baltics,
account for about 10%. Gas imports
from Russia, meanwhile, play a key
role in the Polish chemicals industry.

Andrzej Raczko: “the important
point is not the small size of the
deficit but the way it is financed”
At the moment it is difficult to
assess the overall impact of the crisis
on Polish growth, but so far it has
been negligible.

: Is the crisis in
Ukraine likely to have an impact
on consumer confidence?
I don’t think so. The people who
have the most to lose are Polish
food exporters. For instance, a
significant share of Polish apples
are exported to Belarus and Russia
so the crisis may be a problem for
Polish farmers, and there may need
to be a discussion on how they can
be supported by the government.
But I don’t see any negative impact
on consumer confidence.

: You mentioned
the current account deficit. Did
Poland suffer when concerns
about tapering arose, and is
Poland vulnerable to external
influences such as shifts in US
monetary policy?
In my opinion the impact of tapering

on Poland is limited. The yield on
Polish 10 year Treasuries rose from
about 3.5% to 4.5% last year, but the
Ministry of Finance did not observe
any significant outflow from nonresident investors.
If you look at the performance of
the Polish zloty against some reserve
currencies, there was an impact, but
only for a very short time.
I think that there has been an
improvement in financial markets’
perception of the differences
between important emerging
market countries in central and
eastern Europe. One of the reasons
why Poland clearly has the best
macroeconomic policy and the
lowest credit risk is its successful
membership of the EU.
Poland’s current account deficit
is also lower than in the peer
countries. It is below 2% of GDP, but
the important point is not the small
size of the deficit but the way it is
financed. Since Polish accession, a
stable inflow of EU funds amounting
to about 2% of GDP has covered
a significant share of the current
account deficit.

: What is the outlook
for monetary policy?
Interest rates are now at a record low,
although at 2.5% the base rate is still
significantly higher than in the rest
of Europe. The last time the Polish
MPC decided to cut interest rates,
in July 2013, its main argument was
that Polish society still has memories
of the hyperinflation of the early
1990s. So it was important for the
MPC to maintain conventional
monetary policy and keep positive
real interest rates in order to protect
the real value of households’ savings.
On the other hand, the MPC
wanted to transmit the message
to the business community that it
intended to keep rates unchanged for
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a long period of time, which was why
it used a Polish version of forward
guidance when it announced that it
had no intention of changing rates
for the next three quarters.
The most important conditionality
for this forward guidance was
the outlook for GDP growth and
inflation, based on projections that
we prepare three times a year. As
long as the current statistical data
are in line with our projections, there
is no need to adjust interest rates.
The most recent projections are
that inflation will increase slowly
and should achieve its target level
at the end of 2015. In the meantime,
GDP growth will accelerate to the
potential level, which is between
3.5% and 4%. So I don’t think we
need to change the monetary policy
stance soon.

: Is the NBP confident
that Poland will be able to exit the
Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP)
next year?
We are predicting the public deficit
to GDP rate will be below 3% in
2015, based on projected growth,
inflation and public spending. But
this may be subject to change when,
at the end of April or in early May,
the Ministry of Finance outlines
its plans on measures to cut the
structural deficit.

: Over the longer
term, is Poland committed to
joining the eurozone?
When I was finance minister 10
years ago, my official and private
answer to this question was very
simple: “Poland should adopt the
euro as quickly as possible”. But in
2004 I was an optimist; in 2014, I am
an experienced optimist. There’s a
difference between the two.
We believe that in the long run
Poland needs to adopt the euro.
But this is now a much more
difficult process than it would have
been five or 10 years ago. We have
learned several lessons from the
last crisis very seriously, one of
which is that it is necessary to fulfil
the Maastricht criteria not just for
one or two years but permanently.
So we need to keep our fiscal deficit
significantly below 3% and contain
inflation for the long term.
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There are some additional
requirements that need to be
met before we adopt the euro. At
the moment Polish industry is
competitive largely because wages
are about 30% of the eurozone
average. But given the convergence
process, this advantage will be
short-lived.
We need to prepare our economy
for what will happen when this
advantage disappears. Significant
reforms in the labour and product
markets, for example, will be
necessary to ensure our economy
becomes much more competitive.
Another problem as far as the
NBP is concerned is the ERM II
mechanism. For the Baltic countries
this was not an issue because
they had currency boards or fixed
exchange rate regimes, which
minimise the risk to them. But
we have a free floating exchange
rate, and 90% of turnover in zloty
foreign currency operations is in
London, not in Warsaw. So we need
an instrument that can stabilise
our exchange rate and safeguard it
against some kind of speculative
attack in the ERM II mechanism.
Over the long term the direction is
still clear — sooner or later we will
adopt the euro.

: Are you comfortable
that the banking industry is
sufficiently well capitalised?
The average capital adequacy ratio in
the Polish banking sector is around
14%, which is high by international
standards. The industry is also very
efficient, with an average return on
equity of about 12%, which is also
relatively high. This is the result
of Polish banks’ very conservative
business models, which led them
to avoid all forms of potential toxic
assets, like CDS and CDOs.
One problem the banks have had
is mortgages denominated in foreign
currencies. But these portfolios are
fairly small compared to those in
other countries, and only about 2%
of these loans are non-performing,
so credit risk is low.
To date we haven’t seen any
notable outflows of the liquidity that
was injected by foreign banks into
their Polish subsidiaries. There has
been some adjustment of ownership
in the Polish banking sector, but this
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is due to the problems experienced
by some of their owners that now
have to sell foreign subsidiaries as a
means of consolidating their capital.

: Has pension reform
or nationalisation enhanced
or damaged the reputation of
Poland as a financial centre?
The pension system clearly
played an important role in the
development of the Warsaw Stock
Exchange. So far, the adjustment in
the pension system has impacted
government bonds, so it is not in any
way damaging to the WSE.
On the other hand, pension
funds want to diversify their risk by
investing more abroad. From this
perspective, the reform may have
some negative spillover on the WSE.
But I don’t think the stock
exchange’s development plan
should be based solely on the
domestic market. If the WSE is to
grow, it needs to be a leading stock
exchange in central and eastern
Europe, and in order to do that
it needs to attract listings from
overseas companies and investment
flows from outside Poland.
In terms of developing Warsaw as
a financial centre, it is essential that
we build a market for debt securities.
The propensity to save in Poland is
still relatively low, and the long term
savings rate is especially low. We
need to create financial instruments
to boost the long term savings rate,
which we can do by promoting the
development of corporate bonds.
This can’t be done overnight.
First, we need to adjust the Polish
legal framework, by eliminating
the legal obstacles to the issuance
of covered bonds, for example.
Second, if we are to encourage SMEs
to use the corporate bond market,
we need to find ways of cutting the
administrative costs associated with
issuance. Third, if we want a long
term market in debt instruments we
need to create a very liquid secondary
market. Without some institutional
support from market makers this will
be difficult to achieve.
Progress is being made in the
development of a corporate bond
market, but it is very slow. I worry
more about this segment of the
capital market than about the
prospects for the stock exchange. s

THE PENSION FUND SECTOR

Are Poland’s crown jewels at
risk of losing their sparkle?
Poland’s domestic institutional investor base has been widely regarded as the blueprint for other
markets throughout central and eastern Europe to follow. But big reforms in February that saw
Z150bn of private pension assets transferred to the state prompted observers, including the EBRD,
to question whether the sector will remain viable. Philip Moore reports on how Poland’s pension
fund industry and the country’s capital markets are likely to be affected.

THE JEWEL in Poland’s crown has
been the liquid and sophisticated
“Not allowing penpension fund industry which has
sion funds to invest
evolved since an overhaul of the
in government
system in 1999. Based on the sucbonds will force
cessful Chilean model, this introthem into adopting
duced a multi-pillar mechanism,
creating a large pool of retirement a higher risk profile”
assets managed by private or open
Magdalena Polan,
pension funds (OFEs), which operGoldman Sachs
ate alongside the state pension
vehicle, the ZUS.
According to the EBRD, Poland’s
pension funds have assets under
the assets of Polish investment funds
management of Z284bn, which is
rose by almost 150%, from Z61.4bn
about 17% of GDP. Of this total, 98%
to Z151.5bn, while those of insurance
is invested in the domestic market.
companies almost doubled from
“Their share of domestic public equi- Z87.6bn to Z162.9bn. By contrast,
ty investments of over 30% of total
pension funds’ assets exploded over
assets has been one of the highest
the same period by close to 250%,
among OECD countries,” the EBRD
from Z86.1bn to almost Z300bn.
notes, adding that this support has
GGGD snag
helped the Warsaw Stock Exchange
The snag was that the introduc(WSE) to become the most liquid in
tion of the multi-pillar system led
the EBRD region. Institutional investo a sharp and unexpected increase
tors accounted for 38% of turnover
in gross general government debt
on the WSE in 2013.
(GGGD). As a report published by
Magdalena Polan, CEE econoFitch Ratings explains, the 1999
mist at Goldman Sachs in London,
reform envisaged a transitional
points out that pension funds have
period during which the deficit crenot been the only reason the Polated in the ZUS system would be
ish institutional investor base has
financed by a mixture of privatisabecome the envy of other central
tion receipts and expenditure savEuropean capital markets in the past
ings in other areas, underpinned by
decade or so. “Alongside the penstrong economic growth. “However,”
sion funds, we have seen strong
adds Fitch, “privatisation proceedgrowth in the mutual fund market,”
ed haltingly, and political instabilshe says. “There is also an incipient
ity and shifting priorities meant the
but fast growing institutional asset
originally envisaged budget savings
management industry taking shape
did not arise despite generally robust
in Poland, with some hedge funds
economic growth.”
having been set up in recent years.
The result, according to an IMF
Foreign investors are also important
players in the Polish bond and equity report published in 2011, was that
pre-funding of the private pension
markets, so the investor base is well
system resulted in a yearly deficit of
diversified.”
about 2% of GDP in the public penThat may be. But Poland’s pension system. “In the absence of fission fund assets have continued to
cal consolidation, this deficit was
outgrow those of other institutions
financed by debt issuance, leading to
in recent years. According to IMF
an increase in debt of about 15 pernumbers, between 2005 and 2012,

centage points of GDP between 1999
and 2010,” the IMF explained. “With
continued debt financing of pension
gaps, these costs would likely persist
and add an estimated 60% of GDP to
public debt during 2011 to 2060.”
Ballooning of the public debt of
this magnitude would clearly be
inconsistent with Poland’s objective
of limiting debt to 55% of GDP under
the Public Finance Act. It would also
be inconsistent with the Maastricht
guidelines, which will become significant if and when Poland dusts off its
plans for joining the euro.

Reforms — or confiscation?

It is this recognition that has driven
thoroughgoing and highly controversial changes in the Polish pension system. Those who couch their
description of these changes in diplomatic language call them reforms.
Blunter commentators prefer terms
like nationalisation or even confiscation, and it is easy to see why. In
early February, Poland’s privately managed pension funds were
required to transfer 51.5% of their
assets, valued at about Z150bn, to the
state. The lion’s share of these transferred assets were accounted for by
government bonds.
Following this transfer, the funds’
investment guidelines will be gradually liberalised, but they will be
barred from buying domestic as well
as foreign government bonds.
The immediate result, according
to research published by Goldman
Sachs, is a reduction in government
debt equating to 8%-9% of GDP, and
savings in debt servicing costs of
about 0.3% of GDP. The Ministry of
Finance estimates that the enforced
withdrawal of domestic pension
funds from the government bond
market will lead to an increase in the
share of foreign debt from 31% at the
end of June 2013 to between 35% and
37%. Foreign investors’ share in the
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domestic debt market, meanwhile,
will rise from 34% to between 42%
and 44%.
On the surface, the government’s
action is logical enough. “The government’s argument is that it makes
no sense for Poland to encourage
pension funds to buy the T-bonds
that are issued to finance the deficit,”
says Marcin Mrowiec, chief economist at Bank Pekao in Warsaw. The
government has also argued that the
pension funds’ fees are too high and
that performance has been disappointing.
All this may amount to a reasonable argument. But over the longer term the changes will generate
unfunded future pension liabilities
for the government. Some also argue
that they send out an appalling message about the state’s preparedness
to interfere in the free market and
to dip into privately managed (if not
necessarily privately owned) assets to
help balance its books. The opposite
view is that their overweight positions in domestic government bonds
made the funds lazy and complacent,
and that by forcing them to diversify
into a range of other asset classes the
authorities are injecting some much
needed competition into the market.

ing. As Allen & Overy advised in a
briefing published in January, “the
reform of open pension funds will
change the landscape of the Polish capital market. Certainly, with
the outflow of more than half of
the assets under management at
the beginning of February 2014, the
funds’ investment potential will significantly decrease, making them a
much smaller player on the Polish
capital market.”
This will have important implications for issuers. The A&O prognosis
adds that “OFEs with less money to
spend mean that issuers looking for
capital on the market may face more
difficulties selling their securities at
a satisfactory price or selling them
at all, which may in turn shift their
attention to foreign investors with
potentially deeper pockets. OFEs’
role as the liquidity provider on the
Warsaw Stock Exchange will definitely not be that prominent.”
For Poland’s institutional investors
themselves, meanwhile, the changes tighten the controls on their asset
allocation. This will push them into
riskier strategies, which represents
something of a departure from the
previous environment in which they
operated. “The state has always exerIn need of a crisis
cised its right to regulate pension
‘A regrettable setback’
This vulnerability has not yet been
funds and dictate which assets they
Be that as it may, the changes may
put to the test. “Until we have a crisis
can invest in,” says Polan at Goldhave a negative impact on the Polish
comparable to those that we saw in
man Sachs. “For example, there are
capital market, potentially choking
2008 or at the end of 2011, we won’t
strict investment guidelines preventoff an important source of liquidknow how the market responds to
ing them from buying derivatives
ity at a time when bank lending is
the absence of pension funds which
and most foreign securities. There
constrained. The EBRD, for one, has
were captive buyers of government
are also restrictions on lower rated
called the move “a regrettable setdebt in previous crises,” says Polan at assets.
back for local capital market develGoldman Sachs.
“From a risk management perspecopment and the availability of marOther commentators agree that
tive, however, not allowing pension
ket-based investment funding”.
the impact on the local capital marfunds to invest in government bonds
Pulling no punches, the EBRD
ket beyond the government bond
will force them into adopting a highadds that “it is unclear whether a
market is likely to be far-reacher risk profile.”
pension fund sector will
This may increase the
remain viable, and if so
liquidity available in the
whether it can sustain flows Poland’s pension fund assets as a percentage of GDP
domestic corporate bond
into other private bonds.”
market, although this is
20
With a nod to development
not a process that is likebanks’ broader agenda of
ly to evolve overnight. As
15
supporting the developof November 2013, 43% of
ment of local currency bond
OFEs’ assets were in listed
markets in emerging marequities, 42% in government
10
kets, the EBRD also warns
securities, 6% in BGK bonds
that “the reversal in the Poland 5% in zloty denominat5
ish pension system clearly
ed deposits and bank secusends a negative signal to
rities. That does not leave
0
other countries in central
much room for bonds from
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
and south-eastern Europe.”
non-government related
To date, the impact of the Source: OECD
issuers. s
changes have been muted, and some
market observers believe the longer term effect will remain neutral
for government bond yields. “The
decline in the debt to GDP ratio
should be good for bond yields,”
says Michal Dybula, chief CEE economist at BNP Paribas in Warsaw.
“Longer term, the liquidity premium
will rise as the holdings of foreign
investors increase, potentially leading to more volatility in the market.
Over time, I would expect these two
influences to cancel each other out,
as they did in Hungary, which suggests that government bond yields
will remain stable.”
That may be. But the removal of
the anchor of domestic pension fund
demand is likely to leave Polish government bonds hostage to international sentiment not just towards
Polish debt, but also towards other
markets. This is because the liquidity of the Polish government bond
market has led international investors to use it as a proxy for exposure
to the broader CEE area. As the IMF
cautioned last year, “this attractiveness makes the Polish bond market
vulnerable to sudden shifts in risk
appetite”.

Poland's pension fund assets as a percentage of GDP
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WARSAW AS A DERIVATIVES CENTRE

Poland’s listed derivatives
market primed for growth
Volumes in Poland’s equity futures market have continued to grow, driven by a healthy balance
between local and international financial market participation. The Warsaw Stock Exchange
is taking steps towards developing the country’s equity derivatives market further, as well as
improving liquidity in its cross-asset derivatives offering. Robert McGlinchey looks at the path
ahead for Poland’s listed derivatives market.

EQUITY INDEX futures, since their
trage,” says Piekarz. “Now, the inter- “International banks
launch in Poland in 1998, have
national banks have substantially
have increased
become the driving force behind the
been increasing their activity on the
their activity and
Warsaw Stock Exchange’s rise as the
market and hence all these moments
all these moments
leading derivatives market operator
of undervalue or overvalue is limited
of undervalue or
in central and eastern Europe (CEE)
to seconds, but the flipside is that
overvalue is limited
by volume traded.
liquidity is now much higher.”
to seconds, but
According to the World Federation
the flipside is that
Establishing competition
of Exchanges, it sat as the fifth largliquidity is now
Outside of equity index futures,
est exchange in share index futures
much higher”
liquidity in other instruments within
among European exchanges in 2013,
Marcin Piekarz,
driven by significant trading volume in WSE’s derivatives offering has not
BZWBK
achieved the same heights. WIG20
WIG20 index futures. In March 2014,
index options, for example, have not
for example, 1.02m contracts were
have to start with shorter maturities to
enjoyed the same level of liquidity that
traded in WIG20 index futures, a 13.4%
boost necessary liquidity, and graduexists in WIG20 index futures, which
year-on-year increase, while open
ally move on to medium to long dated
market participants largely attribute to
interest in the instruments at the end
options. After the turbulent years of
a lack of international players trading
of the month sat at 114,900.
2008/2009, liquidity in the options
the instruments. The WSE is respondEfforts to grow the country’s index
market dried up and, as a result, has
ing, however, with the development
futures market further are under way
mostly been focused on one-to-two
at the WSE, with plans to begin migrat- of further option tenors in an effort
year contracts since. It is very differto drive greater liquidity in its index
ing WIG20 futures, as well as options,
ent from, for example, the EuroStoxx
options market, with plans to add
to WIG30 at the end of 2014, and to
50 options market, where the avermonthly options in the short term.
also migrate WIG40 futures to WIG50.
age tenor is much longer, generally
“In the equity market, a fully funcThe move, in the case of the migration
because of the well established markettioning and liquid options market is
from WIG20 to WIG30, will give invesmaking mechanism.”
tors access to the top 30 blue chip com- absolutely vital to establishing a comIncreasing the diversity of investors
petitive derivative stock exchange,”
panies listed on the exchange.
active in the WSE’s index options marsays Jacek Wieclawski, a senior salesThe plan has been widely welket, in addition to other areas of its
man in fixed income and derivatives
comed by equity index futures marderivatives offering, is another focus
sales to financial institutions, CEE, at
ket makers and investors. Marcin
for the exchange. “We think that the
Rabobank International in London.
Piekarz, director in the market-makmarket should have a good balance of
“The ultra-short dated tenors, say
ing department at BZWBK Brokerage
different categories of investors,” says
one month options, will help — you
in Warsaw, notes that for those also
Izabela Olszewska, managing direcactive in equity arbitrage,
tor in the market developthe move from the WSE to
ment division of the WSE in
improve liquidity in the cash Annual trading volume (including block trades) in all
Warsaw. “We have spent a lot
markets will bring benefits to derivative instruments listed on WSE in 1998 —
of time creating favourable
March 2014 (million instruments)
a full range of participants.
conditions for [algorithmic]
“In previous years, individtrading companies. We think
15.56
14.72
ual investors in Poland were
they will bring additional vol13.89
12.60
12.60
the biggest participants in this
umes and decrease spreads
11.34
market and this had a negain the market which should
9.90
tive impact on market stabilalso benefit other partici6.73
ity... this is why this market
pants. This will become the
5.65
4.39
was unstable from my point
source of additional liquidity
3.78 3.42
3.73
3.18
of view since the difference
for the market.”
1.52
between the futures marThose favourable condi0.02 0.21
ket and the stock market was
tions for new types of inves1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
(III)
overreacted and opened up a
tors, such as algo trading
Source: Warsaw Stock Exchange
great chance to play the arbicompanies, form part of the
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WSE’s High Volume Provider programme, which opened in November
2013. Those market participants that
sign up to the HVP programme invest
only on their own account and reach
a threshold of turnover on equities and derivatives, will be charged
reduced fees.

Stepping up the pace

The other area where the WSE has
invested significantly to attract new
categories of investors, particularly algo traders, is in its technological infrastructure. In April 2013, it
launched its Universal Trading Platform, developed by NYSE Technologies, which offers the WSE’s market
participants a more enhanced performance compared to its legacy system.
UTP can handle 20,000 orders per
second, while latency is cut to under a
millisecond.
The goals of UTP include giving
investors access to new investment
techniques, functionalities and ultimately to create significant growth in
liquidity across different instruments
that will result in a reduction in transaction costs. UTP covers both cash and
derivatives, but the long-term goal for
the WSE is to create Universal Trading Platform Derivatives, offering new

functionality and access to more
complex strategies, such as calendar “The challenge WSE
faces is building
strategies. For the time being, UTP is
up the necessary
tasked with providing access to new
liquidity, which
classes of financial instruments over
will
be crucial to
the long term, including the WSE’s
ensuring long term
currency futures and the recently
success of new
launched interest rate and treasury
products”
bond futures.
The latter fixed income instruJacek Wieclawski,
ments have been a particular focus
Rabobank
of the WSE in recent months. They
were launched in October to allow
investors to either hedge interest
nical obstacles to enter the market,”
rate risk or to be deployed as part of
adds Jagoda Skoniecka, an FX options
arbitrage strategies. The futures contrader at mBank in Warsaw, which is
tracts on Wibor reference rates and
a market maker in the fixed income
the futures contracts on short term,
instruments. “Hopefully, all these
medium term and long term treasury
problems will be solved soon and the
bonds, are yet to obtain significant
critical mass [will] be [obtained].”
liquidity, due to technical and reguWieclawski notes that, in the interlatory obstacles, as well as having to
est rate derivatives market, particicompete with an OTC market that
pants prefer forward rate agreements
is currently preferred by European
that enable them to trade the rates in
investors.
the interbank money market. Activ“To our knowledge, other exchanges
ity in this space is primarily driven by
have observed strong interest in this
foreign participants, with demand for
category of instruments,” notes Olszeinterest rate swaps also rising subwska. “We are waiting for some changstantially in the last four years, drives in the regulations which will enable
en, among others, by domestic banks
our banks to trade on this product.”
which use the instruments to manage
“Some market participants are facinterest rate risk exposure on their baling [the] same procedural and techance sheets. Subsequently it has led to
many viewing the OTC market as fit
for purpose, therefore deterring market players from rushing to trade listed
rates derivatives.
improve the liquidity of the interbank marThe growth of the corporate bond
ket and mitigate operational risk.”
market in the country is also crucial to
The KDPW Trade Repository, meanwhile,
the establishment of liquid listed fixed
has seen a growth in reported transactions,
income derivatives instruments on the
not only in Poland, but in the wider CEE reWSE, according to Wieclawski. Tradgion.
ers often use treasury bond futures for
Slawomir Panasiuk, vice president of the
hedging corporate paper, hence estabKDPW, management board, notes that on
lishing a liquid market will be instruaverage, every week, the trade repository
mental in promoting short-term interhas more than 1m reports and more than
est rate and treasury bond futures. As
4,000 legal entity identifiers (LEIs) for its
institutional investors, in particular
clients. The total numbers of reports sits at
domestic mutual and pension funds,
around 13m and the number of transactions
start to actively trade corporate bonds
reported is more than 4m. As an LEI agency,
in the secondary market, liquidity will
it has adopted around 4,600 for Polish dolikely be enhanced in the instruments.
mestic entities, and significantly more when
“The Warsaw Stock Exchange has
it includes so-called natural persons.
the right infrastructure in place and
“It is important to create possibilities for
the contract standards match those of
our participants, which include brokerage
the western European markets. The
houses, banks, etc,” he says. “We think not
challenge WSE faces is building up the
only about domestic banks or domestic bronecessary liquidity, which will be crukerage houses, but also participants in the
cial to ensuring long term success of
wider region and now we have participants
new products,” says Wieclawski. “Daily
from Latvia, Austria, Romania, Italy, which
turnover has to reach certain critical
is growing.” s
mass to attract both domestic and foreign investors.” s

CCP approved, repository growth continues
POLAND’S KDPW_CCP has received authorisation as a clearinghouse from the Polish Financial Supervision Authority. The approval
comes five months after the EU registration
of the KDPW Trade Repository, which has
seen a consistent growth in transactions reported.
KDPW_CCP was the third clearinghouse in
the EU to be authorised after Nasdaq OMX
Clearing and European Central Counterparty. Poland’s CCP has filed a list of OTC instruments to be included that are made up
of derivatives cleared in Polish zloty across
forward rate agreements, interest rate
swaps, overnight indexed swaps and repo.
“Banks trading in OTC instruments denominated in the Polish zloty already have
the opportunity to clear their transactions
in an authorised clearinghouse,” says Iwona Sroka, CEO and president of KDPW_CCP.
“We expect the service to bring many benefits to the Polish financial market: it will
release credit limits imposed by banks on
their counterparties, reduce capital requirements for exposures to counterparty risk,
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INTERVIEW: DARIUSZ KACPRZYK, BGK

Poland’s KfW gears up
for busy life in the markets
It is probable that this year’s roster of new CEE borrowers in the euro market will include Bank
Gospodarstwa Krajowego (BGK), which is the only wholly state-owned bank in Poland. BGK’s
primary objective today is to support the government’s social development programmes and
infrastructure investment. It also provides support for micro, small and medium sized companies.
In this interview, BGK’s president Dariusz Kacprzyk explains why the bank will become an
increasingly familiar borrower in the international capital market in the next few years.
: How has the business model of BGK evolved in
recent years?
The bank was established on May
30, 1924 and has been in existence
continuously ever since, although it
hasn’t always been very active. In its
early years it supported some of the
largest and most important developments in the country, such as the
port and city of Gdynia. It was also
a pioneer in the financial market,
and was the very first issuer of Polish Pfandbriefe. So it played a critical role in the development of the
country.
However, BGK became inactive
after the Second World War, when
every bank in Poland was swallowed
up by the central bank.
Reactivation took place in 1989,
when significant reforms began
under the newly elected government, but the most important date
in the recent history of the bank
was October 12, 2012, when prime
minister Donald Tusk presented the
so-called ‘second exposé’, in which
he pledged that BGK would act as
Poland’s development bank. At the
same time he announced the launch
the Polish Investment Programme,
co-funded by ourselves and PIR, to
cover debt (BGK) and direct capital
(PIR) investment. So in a sense BGK
is now returning to its roots.

: Does this mean that
BGK is the Polish equivalent of
KfW?
To put the size of the two institutions into perspective, our balance
sheet in 2013 was about €12bn.
KfW’s is more than €500bn. So in
terms of size we are very different.
But in terms of the scope of our
activity and our major goals, we see
ourselves very much as a development bank with similar objectives to

the KfWs of this world.
Almost every country in Europe
has an institution that acts as a
development bank. In some countries, this is based on so-called
second floor banking, where the
development institution provides
refinancing to the other banks. In
others it is ground floor banking,
based on direct access to the clients.
We do both.
Although we have branches in
the capital cities of all 16 provinces in Poland, that network is too
limited to allow us to cover business with micro companies. So our
direct lending is restricted mainly to large companies. For lending
to small and micro companies we
act as an apex institution, providing umbrella-type facilities. A good
example of that is the guaranteed
facility or the de minimis guarantee programme, which is aimed at
encouraging our commercial banking partners to provide finance to
the mid-caps.
This has proved to be very successful. Within a year of its launch
it had provided more than Z15bn
(€3.6bn) to about 45,000 companies. In fact, I recently had a call
from our counterparts in Ireland
who wanted to understand the philosophy behind this mechanism
with a view to possibly adopting a
similar system themselves. So ours
is a pioneering rather than a me-too
type of strategy.

: What is the maturity
profile of your lending?
Because our primary goal is to support investment, our focus is mainly
on long term financing.
Due to the new regulations on
liquidity and capital requirements,
the gap between the availability of short and longer lending will
become increasingly visible going

Dariusz Kacprzyk: “Ours is a
pioneering rather than a me-too
type of strategy”
forward. As a result I think the role
of BGK will become much more
important in the future than it is
now.
Our preference is to do financings for larger borrowers in syndicated structures or in the form of
club deals. As for the smaller and
micro companies, under the de
minimis programme we co-operate
with 22 banks in Poland, which represent 85% or more of the market,
and cover up to 60% of the principal
amount of working capital or investment loans.
These days almost every large
company considering an investment contacts us. I think we are better positioned to support them than
many of the banks not just because
of our role as the Polish development bank, but also because we
have so much experience in terms
of how to structure facilities.

: Is infrastructure
funding also a big part of your
mandate?
Yes. If you were to ask the man on
the street which part of Poland’s
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infrastructure is in most need of
investment he would probably say
the highway network or the energy
sector. But infrastructure investment is not just about these sectors. It is about a range of different
projects. For the cities it is often
about encouraging new investors
to come, and for that it is critical
to develop local infrastructure not
only in areas like water supply and
sewerage facilities. So our goal is
not just to focus on the blue chip
power plants.
This is also important for us from
the perspective of risk management.
A more diversified portfolio gives
us more comfort, and will also be a
source of comfort to our investors.
BGK also operates the National
Road Fund through which motorways and expressways are funded.

: Does this mean your
lending volumes and therefore
your refinancing requirements
are going up?
Oh yes. On the one hand, we have a
very strong capital base. For several
years our capital was about Z1bn.
This has now risen to Z7.5bn, which
is slightly less than €2bn. By Polish standards that is a meaningful
amount and it gives an indication
of how fast we are growing. We are
now able to take exposures to single
borrowers of up to Z1.5bn.
Last year we committed more
than €1.5bn in new loans, most of
them with medium to long term
tenors. The target for this year is
probably twice as high as what we
achieved in 2013.
As well as direct lending to our
clients, we have decided to establish an investment fund. One of the
most important targets of this fund
will be rental apartments. Surprisingly, only about 4% of rental flats
are provided by institutional investors, compared with about 46% in
Germany. We plan to assign up to
Z5bn for investment in flats for rent.
All these activities would require
not just capital, but also refinancing.
strategy changing in response to
the increase in demand for lending?

: What is the spread
differential between BGK and the
Treasury likely to be in the international market?

To date we have been comfortable
with the combination of our deposit

I expect it will be very close to Treasuries, and similar to bonds issued on

: How is your funding

28

base and some local bond issues as
the source of our refinancing.
But given our ambitious development plans and the needs of our
customers, it will be necessary for
us to diversify our funding sources
sooner rather than later.
This is why we have decided to
launch our EMTN programme this
year. The timing of the first issue
has not yet been decided but we
have already done a pre-deal roadshow together with the Ministry of
Finance.
This is not because we have an
urgent funding need. It is because
we are preparing the ground to
ensure we can enter the market on
favourable terms in the future. The
timing is good, because investor
appetite for Poland is strong, and as
we are the only state-owned bank in
the country we will be able to offer
investors exposure to the Polish
public sector at a small spread to the
government.
Our first transaction will act as a
benchmark for other deals in future
years as we build a yield curve.
While the first issue will be for a
maturity of up to 10 years, subsequent deals are likely to be for five
to seven years for export finance.
In the first instance, we will be
tapping the market for relatively limited amounts as we focus on
making investors more acquainted
with our name, and with what we
are doing. Our first issue will be for
up to €500m. The proceeds will be
used for the National Road Fund we
are managing, and will be backed by
an explicit guarantee from the state.
But because BGK has an implicit
guarantee from the state Treasury,
in the future I think we will also be
able to attract financing at attractive pricing without the direct state
guarantee.
Although we enjoy the same rating as the Republic of Poland — Ain foreign currency and single-A in
local currency — we will be different from KfW in the sense that we
have an implicit guarantee.
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the domestic market.
We’re different from most of the
banks which rely on fluctuating
liquidity from individual depositors
in that we are the second biggest
issuer in the domestic bond market, where we fund in much longer
maturities than bank deposits.

: How are you affected by pension reform, which prohibits pension funds from buying
government or government-guaranteed bonds?
The reform won’t mark the end of
our collaboration. Pension funds will
no longer be allowed to buy bonds
with an explicit guarantee from the
state. But they will be able to buy
without any limitation bonds issued
directly by BGK with an implicit
guarantee.
Given the high quality of the BGK
credit I believe pension funds will
be very interested in participating in
our new unguaranteed bond issues.
So I would argue that the reform
wouldn’t have much affect on pension fund demand for our bonds in
the future.

: Will you be issuing
only in euros, or will you also look
at dollars and maybe non-core
currencies on an opportunistic
basis?
As a development bank we do a lot
of export financing, so we will need
foreign currency as well as zloty.
But we have access to foreign currency resources from the Ministry of
Finance, so we are under no pressure
to issue quickly in foreign currency
at whatever price.
For the foreseeable future, our
issuance will be in euros, where we
have a natural hedging opportunity
because of the currency of our exposure. As our funding requirements
increase, of course we won’t exclude
opportunities in other currencies.
I think there will be strong
demand for our bonds globally, not
just because of the explicit state
guarantee. We have adopted prudent
and conservative internal regulations which means that our credit profile is very strong in its own
right. One indication of this is our
CAR, which at the end of 2013 was
55%. s

BANKING SECTOR

Crisis-free banking sector
looks to build on strengths
Well funded and well capitalised, Poland’s banking sector has weathered global economic turmoil
and a prolonged period of low interest rates with only a modicum of discomfort. As economic
growth picks up, the country’s financial institutions are out in search of new lending opportunities.
Steve Gilmore reports.

BY MANY METRICS the Polish
banking sector had quite a decent
financial crisis. That is to say it
proved itself impressively resil“The banks we speak
ient to the global financial turmoil
to are very eager to
and, subsequently, the fallout from get into SME lending”
Europe’s sovereign debt debacle.
There was no Polish credit crunch,
Artur Szeski,
liquidity did not disappear and
Fitch Ratings
although many areas of the banking sector slowed down, none of
them stopped.
Banks watched the quality of the
assets on their books deteriorate as
tive for net interest income. But the
the economy struggled, but not to
extent to which the banks coped with
the extent that their regional peers
the falling rates surprised not only
in Croatia, Bulgaria or Romania did.
the rating agencies, but Poland’s own
When international capital markets
ministry of finance.
seized up Polish banks had no rea“People were worried it would be
son to panic — unlike their comhard for Polish banks to swallow
petitors in the Czech Republic and
such a deep hard cut,” says Szeski.
Slovakia they were, and are, largely
“But the banks managed to miniunreliant on foreign funding and so
mise the negative impact on interest
less exposed to currency and general
income and compensate for it with
market volatility.
other revenue sources and lower
“The polish banking sector proved
impairment charges.”
very resilient to the global and EuroA rush for retail
pean financial crises,” says Artur
The falling interest rate environSzeski, senior director for financial
ment has also pushed banks towards
institutions at Fitch Ratings in Warmore profitable — if slightly riskier
saw. “It’s also been one of the better
— businesses. “The banks we speak
capitalised sectors in the CEE region,
to are very eager to get into SME
supported by high return on equilending,” says Szeski. “But it’s a difty during the crisis and the superficult area to expand into. There’s
visor’s actions to maximise profit
generally demand from SME customretention.”
ers, but there’s more due diligence
This is in spite of a steep drop in
involved and it’s harder to evaluate
interest rates in the aftermath of
credit risk.”
the crises. The Polish central bank
This makes it costly and time conlowered its main reference rate to
suming for banks to establish the
a record low of 2.5% in July 2013 —
necessary frameworks. The SME secit has not moved since, and is not
tor in Poland is also the most senexpected to until at least September.
sitive to GDP trends, according to
Any drop in interest rates is typicalMoody’s, and increased growth in
ly negative for short term profitabillending to the sector does not come
ity in a banking sector like Poland’s,
without risks.
where the great majority of loans are
“There isn’t an established process
floating rate. Institutions struggle
for banks to expand in SME lendto reprice their liabilities faster than
ing and as it’s a less transparent sectheir assets, and a sharp drop over a
tor expansion is something that has
short period of time can be destruc-

to be carefully managed,” says Ivan
Bokhmat, a CEEMEA bank analyst at
RBS in London. “But there are panEuropean and national programmes
for supporting SME lending that
should help.”
Poland’s state development bank
Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego
(BGK), for example, launched a new
programme in 2013 to guarantee
working capital loans from commercial banks to SMEs.
But there are other areas characterised by low competition that are
drawing even more interest from Polish financials. “You also see intensification in non-mortgage retail
lending,” says Bokhmat. “This is
something almost all banks are targeting.”
Having been characterised by
shrinking or even stagnant growth in
recent years, this sector is showing
signs of life. Portfolios of credit cards
and instalment loans, for instance,
are starting to grow again, prompted in part by more lenient guidelines
from the Polish regulator.
“The regulator eased its recommendations on underwriting standards for retail credit risk and banks
are taking advantage,” Bokhmat says.
Another area where bank lending
could increase is in the large cap corporate sector. Poland is rare in that
the amount of retail loans outstanding on banks’ books is larger than the
amount of corporate loans. Historically, the large blue chip companies
in Poland have used internal resources to fund themselves, leaving them
far less leveraged than most of their
CEE peers and less in need of the
banks for working capital.
But economic growth and largescale programmes to support infrastructure should offer scope for
a fresh round of corporate lending. Apart from the general macroeconomic improvement and fiscal
easing in Poland, the country will
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receive nearly €106bn in EU funds
over the next six years, with road, rail
and telecommunications among the
sectors likely to benefit.
“Once projects are identified 50%
of the funding will come from the
EU and the corporates have to find
another source for the other half,”
says Bokhmat. “Banks have said
the pipeline is already building up,
although it will likely start to materialise in 2015.”

two debt is still in discussion, but
“Polish banks are
likely to be very close to the Basel
so well capitalised
III compliant formats used in westthat there’s no real
ern Europe, say debt bankers. But a
need for them to
more likely candidate to bring Polturn to the bond
ish banks to the bond market is the
market to improve
liquidity coverage ratio.
their capital position
“In the financial sector we expect
in the current
issuers to look for longer dated
environment”
funding to meet the new liquidity
coverage ratios,” says Cecile CamilMaciej Tarnawski,
li, head of CEEMEA origination at
Bank Pekao
Société Générale in London. “In
No bonds please, we’re Polish
general the more stringent regulatory os are wound down. Loan loss proHaving identified areas of potential
visions are nearing their limit, but
requirements applied in Poland and
growth, Polish banks are in the envipressure on banks’ interest margins
eastern Europe are going to increase
able position of having no need to
has eased and Fitch analysts expect
the need for longer dated debt.”
scour the capital markets for a way to
profitability to remain stable or even
Tarnawski says issuers have
fund their new lending. While a high
increase this year.
already turned to the bond market in
return on equity and the regulator’s
Some analysts, like those at
response to the LCR requirements.
focus on profit retention has ensured
Moody’s, expect more consolida“The regulation requires longer
a well capitalised banking sector,
tion in what is one of the region’s
dated funding, but only one or two
deep pools of retail deposits have
least consolidated banking sectors.
banks have sold bonds longer than
left it well funded. Any increase in
BZ WBK and Kredyt Bank merged in
seven years in the domestic market
retail or SME lending, for instance, is
January 2013, and RaiffeisenBankand three to five year remains the
unlikely to require a trip to the bond
Polska and Polbank EFG followed
norm,” he says.
market, say Polish debt bankers.
later that same year. Further conOne answer to this is to go to the
Likewise, any deals to bolster capital
solidation among some of the larger
international market, which issuers
are likely to be modest domestic curbanks could threaten the healthy
like PKO BP and mBank have tapped
rency deals.
competition that a fragmented sysin the past. “The international mar“We’ve seen a few bigger sub
tem like Poland’s allows. But other
ket has become increasingly attracdebt deals in the past,” says Maciej
analysts see more consolidation as
tive,” says Tarnawski. “And although
Tarnawski, a director in Bank Pekao’s the domestic market is still advantaunlikely, and believe what little there
capital market department. “Some
may be will not be to the detriment
geous for domestic borrowers in genbanks have issued small subordiof competition.
eral the advantage is less obvious.”
nated bonds in the range of Z50m“It’s hard to see a trigger for future
In favour of fragmentation
Z200m, but in general Polish banks
consolidation, especially among
All in all, threats to the Polish bankare so well capitalised that there’s
the largest banks,” says Szeski. “The
ing sector seem to be few and far
no real need for them to turn to the
most likely trigger would be the forbetween. Currency risks posed by
bond market to improve their capieign owners of Polish subsidiaries
banks’ ageing stock of foreign curtal position in the current environleaving the market. But there’s little
rency mortgages remain, but the
ment.”
sign of anything like that happening
risks are declining as the portfoliThe specific format for Polish tier
and in a scenario where the market
would deteriorate to the extent that
Real GDP Growth in CEE6 Banking Systems
foreign owners want to leave, then
Real GDP Growth in CEE6 Banking Systems
consolidation would be the least of
the concerns.”
Poland
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Romania
Hungary
Slovenia
Other analysts agree that the most
10%
likely trigger would be a foreign par8%
ent leaving the market. But the Polish sector’s stability makes it a reli6%
able source of profits, and European
4%
owners of Polish subsidiaries like
2%
Bank Millennium or mBank are no
0%
longer as pressed to sell their foreign
operations.
-2%
“Instead they might consider stay-4%
ing in and improving the business,”
-6%
says Bokhmat. “The Polish banking
-8%
sector has strong fundamentals, and
-10%
within a banking group a Polish sub2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013F
2014F
sidiary can be a good generator of
Source: Moody’s
bottom line profits.” s
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FINANCING FOR POLAND’S COMPANIES

Polish companies: bucking
the European flight to bonds
In contrast to corporate borrowers from the rest of Europe, Poland’s companies have enjoyed
the continued support of their banks throughout the financial crisis. But even though lending
constraints have not forced them into the capital markets, increasingly attractive institutional
investor appetite may yet entice them in, finds Nina Flitman.

IN THE PAST few years, disintermediation has been the key theme
for most European corporate bor“There seems to be
rowers.
a legacy aversion to
With traditional lending banks
battered by the financial crisis, cor- going to the public
porate treasurers have had to move debt capital markets”
away from their reliance on syndiArtur Tomala,
cated or bilateral bank lending and
Goldman Sachs
issue in the public capital markets
for the first time. Now, more than
five years on from the height of the
financial crisis, many companies
across Europe have completely trans- porate debt to GDP is quite low — on
formed their financing strategies,
average two times lower than other
accessing a wide range of capital
developed countries in Europe,” he
markets in a drive for investor diversays. “This means there is no debt
sification and flexibility.
burden to make it difficult to refiThis is a story almost universalnance their debt. On top of this, the
ly heard across Europe, but it is not
Polish banking sector is in a very
the one told by corporate borrowers
good position. The banks are liquid
in Poland. In a region untroubled by
and have enough liquidity to support
recession and supported by a strong
the growth of the Polish economy,
coterie of local banks, they have been so there’s no problem lending large
protected from the worst ravages of
amounts of capital.”
the financial crisis, and so have not
Certainly, local banks are willing to
been forced to develop their financoffer up chunky tickets for syndicating strategies to survive.
ed loans in their domestic market.
“It feels like Polish companies
Last year, telecommunications
have enjoyed a relatively easy envifirm Polkomtel was able to sign one
ronment despite the crisis, and this
of the biggest loans in the emergis partly down to the availability of
ing markets (a Z7.95bn (€1.9bn) refifunding from the Polish banks,” says
nancing facility), buoyed by support
Artur Kozieja, head of Poland investfrom local banks. The deal was led by
ment banking at Barclays. “These
Bank Pekao and PKO Bank Polski as
lenders are very well capitalised, and
co-ordinators, with PZU and WBK as
have avoided the worst effects of the
senior mandated lead arrangers. Allcrisis. The size of capital available
in, Polkomtel paid less than 300bp
for club or syndicated local loans
for the funding — pricing that bankhas increased dramatically over the
ers close to the deal said was possible
past couple of years, and now we
because Polkomtel kept its loans in
see banks putting up tickets of Z1bn
zlotys and tapped into local banks’
[€238m] per transaction.”
lending capacity.
Andrzej Kopyrski, head of corpoLure of loans vs depth of DCM
rate banking at Bank Pekao, a sub“If a large Polish corporate is looksidiary of UniCredit, agrees that Poling to raise some debt — maybe Z1bn
ish companies have operated in a
or Z2bn — the depth of the Polish
financing environment unlike that
bank financing market is so large it
seen across the rest of Europe.
could easily be done through a club
“Polish companies in general are
deal with just two Polish banks,”
under-leveraged, and the overall cor-

says Pekao’s Kopyrski. “There is an
enormous amount of competition
for these transactions — banks are
bullish, competing on structures,
on pricing, on covenants. When the
market is this aggressive and the
pricing this attractive, why would a
corporate go out and seek a debt capital markets solution?”
Indeed, the lure of the local loan
markets and the economic advantage of bank financing means some
Polish issuers have been refinancing
bonds with syndicated loans, even as
companies elsewhere in Europe have
been furiously refinancing their private loans with public debt.
In April, media group Cyfrowy Polsat signed a Z3bn local currency loan
partly to refinance a euro high yield
bond. The syndicated transaction
was flooded with demand from Polish banks.
Barclays’ Kozieja argues that this
transaction is far from unique, and
that for many Polish corporate borrowers it has been prudent to continue to use bank financing for their
liquidity needs.
“In many cases, especially in the
past few years, the idea of bond
transactions has been somewhat put
away, because in many cases the capital markets have been more expensive for Polish corporates than the
financing from local banks,” he says.
However, the reticence of Polish corporate borrowers towards the
public capital markets may not just
be attributable to cost of funding.
They also have a long tradition of
using the banking sector for funding.
“There seems to be a legacy aversion to going to the public debt capital markets,” says Artur Tomala,
head of the Warsaw office at Goldman Sachs. “A lot of well established, privately held enterprises that
should and could be able to tap the
public bond markets on attractive
terms do not necessarily want to go
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out with full initial and periodic disclosure.”
These worries about increased
financial disclosure are shared by
companies across Europe, many of
whom had been comfortable simply
relying on bank financing. But unlike
other European issuers, which have
been forced to shift their focus to the
public capital markets, Polish firms
have been able to maintain their reliance on their bank lenders.

sion fund reforms mean we will see
natural growth of demand for this
type of instrument. Local bonds have
long been constrained by size but
that could change over time as more
investors focus on the credit product.”
However, others disagree about
the potential effects of the pension
reforms. Goldman Sachs’s Tomala
argues that the optimistic predictions for growth could far outstrip
the realities in the market.
Addressing financing needs
“I do not expect the local bond
This may yet change. Although Polmarket to grow at aggressive annual
ish banks remain healthy and their
rates (say 20%-30%) as some peoliquidity is not likely to be as harshly
ple have predicted,” he says. “The
constrained by Basel III regulation
market is and will continue to be an
as that of lenders from other regions,
integral part of local capital markets,
their capacity to lend is not infinite.
but will not be the driving force in
Kopyrski notes that the increasing
financing for years to come.”
requirements from companies for
However, there is certainly scale
project financing may soon outgrow
and depth available in the internathe capacity of the local bank martional bond market, and that is only
ket.
set to grow as foreign investors’ inter“In the longer term, we need to
est in Polish companies increases.
address where the financing for
Already last year, around two thirds
larger investment will come from,”
of the book for Energa’s seven year
he says. “At the moment, banks are
bond came from western European
being very aggressive for big infrainvestment grade investors.
structure deals, but if the rate of
“There is pent-up demand for
Renewed local interest
investment continues, that liquidthese bonds,” says Kozieja at BarThe capacity of the zloty bond marity could quickly disappear. With the
clays. “Every transaction we’ve seen
ket could soon grow. The final effects
pressure of Basel III and the banks’
from Polish companies has been very
of the Polish pension reforms are not
own long term funding issues, they
much welcomed. There’s a scarciyet clear, but they are likely to result
may not be able to finance the Z50bn
ty of this product right now. Whenin a growth in interest in corporate
of investments in the Polish power
ever emerging market or high yield
debt. Other local investors are also
sector that is planned, or the extra
bond investors see something comshifting their focus.
Z20bn-Z40bn planned for investing from Poland, they are interested
“More and more institutional
ment in internal infrastructure. So
in those deals. The recent nervousinvestors are looking at investing in
these companies will naturally turn
ness created by the Crimean situacorporate debt,” says Kozieja. “Not
to local debt capital markets, to
tion has caused a flight to quality,
only are rates very low, but the penEurobond issuance, to the internaeven within the emerging markets.
tional banks and to lendWe have been faced with
ers such as the European
reverse enquiry from westBank for Reconstruction and Private debt in % of GDP - consolidated - 2012 data
ern European pension
Development or European
and insurance funds, ask250
Investment Bank.”
ing for exposure to Poland
Although they have been
through both sovereign
200
well served by their local
and corporate debt.”
banks, some Polish compaThis growing appetite
nies have already turned to
150
from both local and interthe bond markets, especially
national bond investors
when their needs have outmay be just the stimulus
100
grown their local banks’ balneeded by these borrowers
ance sheets. Last year, for
to turn their attention to
50
example, electricity comthe public markets.
pany Energa debuted in the
While Polish companies
0
Eurobond market with a
may never be forced to shift
€500m seven year note from
the bulk of their funding
its €1bn EMTN programme.
from loans into the debt
“The Eurobond marcapital markets, they may
Source: Eurostat/ECB
ket typically makes sense
soon be tempted to. s
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economically for longer tenors and
larger sizes,” says Tomala. “If issuers
want to do less than $200m-$300m
and for only shorter tenors, then the
local market offers a very competitive bid. In addition, certain regulatory developments (for example diversification of funding and
extending the tenor) have prompted
several banks to tap the public capital markets — both local and global.”
Although corporate issuers
have needed to turn to the larger Eurobond market when their
requirements have outstripped
capacity in the local markets, their
preference is to find financing from
domestic sources and avoid swap
costs that can add up to 100bp on to
the price of their funding.
“A lot of clients prefer to use
the local market for currency reasons,” says Pekao’s Kopyrski. “Their
strategy is to try to maximise zloty
tranches, and only then look at the
opportunities in Eurobonds. Many
companies are in the position to
raise the full amount from the local
markets, whether bank financing or
bonds.”

INTERVIEW: ADAM MACIEJEWSKI, WARSAW STOCK EXCHANGE

Maciejewski outlines
WSE’s future
The Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE) is one of Europe’s fastest growing and most ambitious. In this
interview, its president and CEO, Adam Maciejewski, shares his thoughts on the exchange’s growth
plans with GlobalCapital’s Philip Moore.

: It’s sometimes easy
to forget that it is still less than 25
years since the re-opening of the
Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE).
How successful has the WSE been
in the past two decades in supporting economic growth and the
development of the private sector?
Poland decided 23 years ago that the
capital market should play a more
significant role in financing the
economy, and I would say we have
enjoyed partial success.
Of course we are very proud
of what we have achieved since
1991. We are now the biggest stock
exchange in central and eastern
Europe, accounting for close to 50%
of the region’s market capitalisation. We also generate almost 60% of
equity turnover in the region, close
to 90% of derivatives trading and
about 54% of session trading in nonTreasury bonds.
But having observed the development of the Polish capital market
since 1991, to my mind the market has been too dependent for its
growth on the privatisation programme. Privatisation was of course
extremely positive for the development of our capital market, but now
that the privatisation process is coming to an end we need to convince
more private companies to use the
public market as a tool to finance
their growth. The development of a
stronger ability to service the private
sector should have happened much
earlier.
At WSE, we have enjoyed a lot of
success in attracting private companies, but we need more support from
investment firms. Some of them
have focused very successfully on
opportunities in the private sector,
but some have focused too much on
privatisation and were too dependent on capital flows from domestic

pension funds.
Today, banks and investment
firms need to compete more effectively both for corporate clients and
investors. As a result I think we’ll
see more mergers in the local investment community. There will be a
handful of strong players, and the
weaker firms will either merge, focus
on niche opportunities, or disappear
altogether.

: Where do you see
the most potential in the universe
of private companies?
The bank market is still a very effective source of funding for large companies. But for smaller and medium sized businesses, the ministry of
finance and the ministry of treasury
share our belief that the capital market should play a much more active
role in order to support the growth
of the local economy.
About 48% of Polish GDP is generated by SMEs, which account for
70.2% of the country’s workforce. So
it is a huge sector which needs to be
provided with alternatives to bank
finance.
A number of associations, alongside the City of Warsaw and the Warsaw Stock Exchange, are exploring
some options for providing financing opportunities for start-ups in
Poland. It is probably too early to
give specific examples, but one area
we are looking at is crowdfunding,
which has become very popular in
the US. It has proved to be a very
effective way not just of financing
new ideas but also for promoting the
democratisation of ownership.

:Where else does the
WSE see the potential for growth
and diversification?
At the end of last year we established a new growth strategy which

Adam Maciejewski: “To my mind
the market has been too dependent
for its growth on the privatisation
programme”
is focused on diversification into a
range of products beyond our core
business. This is an important consideration for our shareholders
because intense competition is leading to very low margins, especially
in equity trading.
The company, rather than the
stock exchange itself, is looking to
set up some new businesses, perhaps based on the model of the Six
Group in Switzerland that has diversified into areas such as cashless
payments. Nasdaq OMX, which is
sometimes described as an IT company that also runs an exchange,
has a similar model. I believe this
will become an increasingly popular strategy among exchanges across
the world.
We aim to follow a similar model,
managing our assets more effectively to create value for our shareholders — not just our material assets but
also our brand, name recognition
and knowhow.

: Aside from equities,
which other asset classes are you
focusing on?
We think there is great potential in
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commodities. Within the group, we
have three companies focusing on
the development of commodities
trading — a regulated exchange, a
clearing house and an OTC trading company which has just been
launched.
To date, we have focused on electricity and natural gas trading,
where, apart from the spot market,
forward contracts are currently traded with futures due to be introduced
soon. The next step will be to begin
trading in agricultural commodities.

: What plans do you
have for increasing trading volumes in derivatives?
We have introduced a number of
new indices recently, such as the
WIG30, WIG50 and WIG250, which
are a more accurate reflection of the
growth of the Polish economy and
the dynamic growth of the Polish
capital markets in recent years. The
new main index will improve liquidity in the cash equity market and will
also stimulate growth in derivatives
trading. The first series of futures
contracts on the WIG30 as well as on
the WIG50 index of medium sized
companies will be introduced into
trading in December 2014.
We’ve also decided to double the
multiplier on our main index futures
contract to make it cheaper for
investors. This should attract more
interest from the international community. Soon banks will be allowed
to trade directly on the exchange,
which should add liquidity to bond
and STIR [short term interest rate]
futures.

: What about your
growth plans overseas? How
advanced are your merger discussions with the CEE Stock
Exchange Group in Vienna?
We started the co-operation discussions a year ago, and have already
completed the first phase of the project. I hope to start the second phase
soon, which will include discussing
transaction terms.

: Are you confident
that the deal will go through?
I would anticipate that the deal
could be completed by the end of
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this year, but the transaction itself is
still an open issue.
All I can definitely say at the
moment is that we are convinced
that the deal makes sense for everybody involved. It is obvious that a
common market with the same procedures will generate cost and revenue synergies all round and will
strengthen our ability to attract capital to the market.
As long as the region’s stock
exchanges remain fragmented they
will find it challenging to attract
large flows of external capital. That
in turn means that it will be difficult
for them to incentivise local communities to use capital markets as a tool
for investment or financing.
Of course we are aware that there
are risks associated with mergers of
international stock exchanges. The
region’s stock exchanges are not
homogenous and are at different levels of development. For example, all
have different post-trade clearing,
settlement and custody procedures.

: But over the longer
term is the ambition to create the
CEE equivalent of Euronext?
Given that the closer co-operation
would bring together the exchanges of Warsaw, Vienna, Budapest,
Prague and Ljubliana, it will have
huge coverage territorially. It won’t
be a huge company, but we believe
it will act as a facilitator for promoting economic growth, and that the
synergies generated will be substantial. And it will create a base for
potential further steps in integrating European markets.

: What are your feelings about the recent reform of
Poland’s pension system, which
has generated a lot of controversy? Is this a positive development,
or is it a setback for Warsaw’s credentials as a financial centre?
There were undoubtedly plenty of positives associated with the
growth of the pension fund industry in Poland. It was extremely positive for the privatisation programme
because it created a huge and very
dependable flow of institutional
demand for equities. It also created demand for local as well as foreign private company listings on the
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exchange.
But the pension funds became
so big that they began to block the
free float on the exchange. Today we
have one of the lowest free floats and
liquidity levels in Europe, largely
because there are too many passive
investors in Poland. Our velocity
ratio is about 35%, compared with a
European average of 60%, while in
some countries it is between 80%
and 100%. Polish pension funds’
portfolio turnover is slightly above
10%, whereas it is 60% for private
investment firms and 90% for individual investors.
Another consequence of passive
demand from pension funds was a
phenomenon known as the Polish
premium. The market was sometimes overpriced, which was good
for companies, which were able to
raise capital more cheaply. But they
did so at the expense of investors.

: Reading between
the lines, does this mean that the
recent reform is a very positive
step because it will force pension funds to generate healthier
returns for savers?
Put it this way: pension funds would
be the perfect institutional investors
in Poland if they had better regulations governing their investment
allocation, which is something we
have been recommending from the
very beginning.
Pension funds should be allowed
to invest more overseas, which they
will be able to do under the new
regulations. They should also be
allowed to buy ETFs, which are one
of the most successful investment
products in the world, but have been
off limits to Polish pension funds.
We’re also waiting for a revision of
the rules which will allow pension
funds to buy derivatives for hedging purposes rather than speculation, and to lend securities, which
has also been barred up until now.
All this would clearly have a positive
impact on the broader Polish capital
market.
To summarise: the main role of
pension funds is to generate income
for their members and to secure
their future income. If at the same
time they can support the capital
market, that’s great. But it can’t be
the other way around. s

DOMESTIC CORPORATE BOND MARKET

Hurdles ahead for corporate
zloty bond market
Brought to life by the financial crisis, Poland’s domestic bond market has gone from strength to
strength. Issuance is on track for another record year, but poor liquidity, varying documentation
and a dearth of fixed rate bonds could prevent the market living up to its potential,
writes Steve Gilmore.

THE ZLOTY BOND market was
around Z40bn in 2008 — a modest
market but larger than most other
central eastern European countries
could boast. Then came the global financial crisis. Corporations that
had relied on the country’s loan market were forced to turn to bonds. As
issuance increased more and more
investors began to learn about fixed
income products, and the advantages
became obvious.
In 2009 the Warsaw Stock Exchange
launched a dedicated platform for
trading Polish zloty bonds and made
concerted efforts to promote the
growth and development of the country’s domestic bond market. All of this
took place against a European-wide
trend of increasing flows into high
yield bond markets.
The result was that in February of
this year there was around Z100bn in
domestic zloty bonds outstanding,
according to Fitch. The market has
more than doubled in just a few years,
and is still growing at an impressive pace. The whole domestic market grew 4.7% in 2013. The corporate
sector grew by more than 20% last
year, and another 5% in the first two
months of 2014.
“Domestic zloty issuance might
exceed Z20bn this year, which would
be another record year,” says Miroslaw
Dudzinski, business and relationship
manager for corporate and infrastructure finance in Poland and the CEE

“There’s going to be
good opportunities
for Polish corporates
to take advantage
of the bond market
instead of relying on
loans”
Cecile Camilli,
Société Générale

region at Fitch Ratings in Warsaw.
“When you look at how fast it has
grown there is every reason to be optimistic about Poland’s domestic bond
market.”
The crisis might be over, but issuers have realised the importance of
having diversified sources of funding. The zloty bond market also offers
issuers longer dated funding without
the conservative covenants found in
the loan market, and it can still compete on cost.
“Issuers have used the domestic
bond market to lengthen maturities,
diversify funding and lighten their
covenants,” says Dudzinski. “When
they were reliant on the loan market
before the financial crisis documentation was quite conservative, and often
they would have to provide collateral.”
The biggest driver of the market’s
growth is clearly the corporate sector. Bank debt is a larger chunk of
Poland’s domestic market, but the
corporate sector is growing faster. And
a resurgent Polish economy means
that the corporate bond market’s stellar growth is unlikely to fade any time
soon. Polish companies generally
have exceptionally low levels of leverage — below three times in many
cases — and ample room on improving balance sheets for more debt.
“Poland’s GDP and its economic
growth are accelerating again while
the balance sheets of its corporations are getting stronger,” says Cecile
Camilli, head of CEEMEA origination at Société Générale in London.
“There’s going to be good opportunities for Polish corporates to
take advantage of the bond market
instead of relying on loans.”
A burgeoning market for retail
bonds is also developing. High
quality household names like oilrefiner PKN Orlen, which set up
a Z1bn retail bond programme in
2013 and sold the sixth and final
tranche in April, are eagerly taking

advantage of the new buyer base.
“We’ve seen a number of retail
transactions and it’s a definite trend,”
says Maciej Tarnawski, a director in
Bank Pekao’s capital market department in Warsaw. “People are going to
be looking for new asset classes.”

Liquidity tops wish list

But several issues plague Poland’s
domestic market, some of which
make it difficult to draw more international accounts into the fold. The first
is that most of the domestic issues are
only for amounts up to the equivalent of €25m, and almost all of them
are floating rate. The second is that
among the precious few chunky zloty
issues, documentation is not uniform.
Dudzinski says: “One of the
large mutual funds told me that
documentation is something that,
if not actually prohibitive, at least
provides an incentive to look to other
markets with more standardised
documentation.”
Other debt bankers argue that
documentation is only a minor
concern, and that the issue of low
liquidity is at the top of the list of
ailments to remedy.
Camilli adds: “It’s very much a buy
and hold market, and there is still
a limited pool of foreign investors
involved.”
But a Polish government initiative to give the banks more power to
act as market makers should be a key
development in remedying the lack of
liquidity, she adds. Foreign investors
already hold a good chunk of Polish
treasury bonds, increasing their holdings of Z188.7bn, or 42% of all outstanding bonds, at the end of March,
according to the Ministry of Finance.
The natural progression is for foreign
investors to become comfortable with
domestic government bonds, which
in Poland’s case they clearly have, and
then to move on to a maturing corporate and bank debt market. s
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Poland in figures:
an economic snapshot
Over the following pages, GlobalCapital provides a snapshot of Poland’s macroeconomic, bond market and bank
sector data from the leading rating agencies. For more detailed information, please refer to the websites of these
institutions.

Standard & Poor’s: A- Moody’s: A2 Fitch: A- All Stable Outlook
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GDP Performance
Net External Debt
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Current Account Balance

General Government Debt

CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE
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Polish banks’ loans to the non-financial sector

STANDARD & POOR’S OPINION

POLISH BANK LOANS TO NON-FINANACIAL SECTOR
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17%
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13%

Other retail
10%

Source: Poilsh Financial Supervision Authority (KNF)
Source: Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF)
Note: Data as of June 2013
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Parent funding in the Polish banking system
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Rating action
On Feb. 7, 2014, Standard & Poor’s Ratings
Services affirmed its ‘A-/A-2’ long- and
short-term foreign currency and ‘A/A-1’
long- and short-term local currency
sovereign credit ratings on the Republic of
Poland. The outlook is stable.
Rationale
The rating on Poland is supported by its
strong, increasingly open and competitive
economy. We estimate GDP per capita will
be just over $14,000 in 2014. The Polish
economy benefits from a floating exchange
rate regime and deep domestic capital
markets that permit the government to
finance itself in local currency at longdated maturities. Although we anticipate
that implementing pension reform and
a recent cabinet shake-up will introduce
some policy uncertainty and volatility
in the run-up to the 2015 parliamentary
elections, we do not view this as evidence
of a significant divergence from the
economic policies that have resulted in
a stable macroeconomic environment.
Pension reform will slightly reduce shortterm pressures on tight public finances
by increasing headroom under the
constitutional public debt limit. We expect
that changes in fiscal rules--including
lower activation thresholds--that have
been brought in as Poland reduces its
debt stock, combined with increased risk
aversion and market scrutiny, will limit
any slippage. We expect Poland’s current
account deficit to be about 2.5% of GDP
in 2014 and 2015, mainly financed by
improving foreign direct investment (FDI)
flows.
We estimate that Poland’s economy grew
at a reduced pace of 1.5% in 2013, chiefly
supported by its resilient exporting sector,
while consumption growth remained weak
and investment growth negative. External
weaknesses persisted through the year,
but growing trade links with non-European
partners supported export growth.
Meanwhile, import demand remained
subdued. In our base case, we expect
domestic demand to improve over 2014
and to gradually replace net exports as the
core contributor to growth.
Poland’s economy is increasingly open-the export of goods and services now
accounts for nearly 50% of GDP, up from
40% in 2008. Further diversification of
export markets should help Poland to
attract further investment. High frequency
indicators show resumed consumer and
industrial confidence. We expect this to
trigger annual real GDP growth of about
2.7% in 2014, and an average of 3.9%
between 2015 and 2017.
Poland’s public finances will be
significantly affected by the recently
implemented pension reform. The treasury
bonds held at the privately managed
second-pillar pension funds (OPFs)
have been transferred to the state-run
social security administration (ZUS) and
cancelled. The corresponding pension
liabilities have also been transferred to
ZUS. The reform does not affect holdings
of equities and non-government bonds by
the OPFs.
Payments into the second-pillar funds
have been mandatory since their
introduction in 1999. The funds were
subject to explicit government regulation
regarding contribution rates and
investment limits. The pension reform does
not affect investments in the voluntary
third pillar of the pension system. We
understand that the constitutional
court will likely give its opinion on the
measures over the next few months – post
implementation – which could cause some
uncertainty as to the final outcome of the
reform. In any case, the government’s
pension reform has somewhat weakened
policy continuity and predictability, in
our view.
We expect pension reform to reduce the
government’s net debt burden by about
8% of GDP to 46% in 2014. However, the
government’s implicit pension liabilities
will simultaneously increase by a similar
amount. Depending on the voluntary
participation rate in the reform, annual
transfers to ZUS from the budget are
expected to reduce by approximately
0.5% of GDP (annual transfers will
proportionally reduce with those who
opt-out of OPF contributions). In our view,
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the decision to transfer pension assets to
the state system was partly motivated by
tight public finances. Poland’s debt stock
had been close to the constitutional limit
of 60% of GDP.
Although the reform will reduce overall
debt, it will also increase the proportion
of Polish government debt denominated
in foreign currencies to an estimated 34%
of the total from 31%. The proportion
of general government debt held by
nonresidents will rise to an estimated
57% from 51%. These changes will
reduce the depth of the domestic debt
market. Combined with increased risk
aversion in international investors and
U.S. federal monetary policy, we expect
the government’s vulnerability to higher
or more-volatile debt servicing costs
to increase. We therefore expect the
government to maintain close control of
its fiscal consolidation program, which
aims to reduce the deficit to 3% by
2015. Recognizing these concerns, the
government has already financed nearly
50% of its 2014 gross financing needs,
which are some 15% lower as a result of
the pension asset transfer.
We base our fiscal flow analysis on the
underlying deficit, excluding the one-off
effect of the asset transfer. We expect
a deficit in the region of 3.8% of GDP in
2014, narrower than the expected 4.3% of
GDP deficit in 2013.
The government has also lowered the
trigger point for its fiscal rules (which
have also been overhauled), in line with
its reduced debt stock. This provides a
reference point for future structural fiscal
performance. We expect structural fiscal
performance will improve in line with
economic growth.
A prolonged deterioration in external
sentiment could put Poland’s ability to
finance its net external liabilities at risk;
these are over 70% of GDP. We estimate
that gross external financing needs will
comprise more than 90% of current
account receipts (CARs) and useable
reserves until 2017. Although more-stable
FDI-related liabilities comprise about
half of external liabilities, public sector
external debt comprises 100% of CARs or
50% of GDP.
Because of capital account flows, FDI, and
other equity funding, narrow net external
debt (external debt net of reserves,
plus financial sector assets) is lower, at
approximately 55% of CARs. We expect
external flows to remain stable and the
current account deficit to remain relatively
stable, although a slight widening is
possible as import demand rises.
Having said that, we expect any increase
in foreign exchange volatility to be
a temporary deviation from market
expectation of a longer-term nominal
appreciation; Poland’s growth prospects
remain strong and we anticipate that its
external imbalances will remain steady
and predominantly FDI-financed going
forward. Poland benefits from some
important buffers that should help to keep
external borrowing costs down. These
include a flexible exchange rate regime,
which helps the National Bank of Poland
pursue an independent monetary policy.
Poland has also renewed a flexible credit
line (FCL) of $34bn with the International
Monetary Fund; this will now expire at the
end of 2015.
Outlook
The stable outlook reflects our assessment
of balanced risks to the ratings.
Poland benefits from strong economic
fundamentals and growth prospects, but
its economy remains vulnerable to external
volatility and its public finances remain
under pressure.
Should Poland experience an extended
period of economic expansion, leading to
a sustained increase in levels of prosperity
and stronger public finances without
weakening external indicators, we could
raise the sovereign ratings.
We could lower the ratings should
Poland’s fiscal or external performance
slip or if we see additional policy measures
that might lead us to re-assess our view
of institutional effectiveness and policy
predictability.
February 7, 2014
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MOODY’S OPINION
Rating rationale
We rate Poland’s government bond debt
at A2 (long-term debt) and P-1 (short-term
debt) with a stable outlook.
Poland’s sovereign ratings incorporate
a `Very High (-)’ economic strength on
a global basis reflecting the large size of
its economy, a moderate level of GDP per
capita and favourable long-term economic
prospects. The country’s resilient growth
model has produced average annual
growth of 4.3% in 2003-2012, with
inflation rates contained below 5.0%
every year.
Our assessment of Poland’s `Very High
(-)’ institutional strength is based on the
country’s favourable scores on the World
Bank’s governance indicators. These
scores are very much in line with `A’
category medians, reaffirming Poland’s
position as a strong `A’ credit in terms
of institutional strength. Moreover, the
EU accession process benefited Poland’s
institutions in several ways. As with all
other new EU members, the adoption
and implementation of the acquis
communautaire, technical assistance
and funding for public-sector reform
facilitated an important enhancement of
the country’s institutions.
Poland’s government financial strength
is classified as `Moderate (+)’ on account
of its ample access to financing from both
foreign and domestic sources and its
moderately affordable debt burden.
Overall Susceptibility to Event Risk is
assessed as `Moderate’. External finances
point to vulnerabilities with External Debt
/GDP exceeding peer medians. Although
reserve levels are low compared to

yearly external debt service, a flexible
exchange rate regime and access to the
IMF’s Flexible Credit Line (FCL) serve as
important shock absorbers. These two
elements mitigate concerns over the
strength of external finances in Poland
relative to `A’ category peers.
Rating outlook
The stable outlook on the sovereign’s
rating reflects Poland’s strong and proven
track record of macroeconomic stability
and resilience and the substantial progress
on fiscal consolidation. Overall, we
believe the authorities remain committed
to ensuring the sustainability of public
finances, despite a currently weak, but
recovering, macroeconomic environment.
What could change the rating - Up
We would consider upgrading Poland’s
long-term sovereign rating if the
government was able to eliminate the
structural budget deficit and bring debt
ratios downwards sustainably. Upward
pressure on the ratings could also result
from a reduction in external vulnerabilities
through a sustainable narrowing
of the current account deficit and a
strengthening of the country’s external
finances over the medium term.
What could change the rating - Down
Both the A2 (long-term) and Prime-1
(short-term) ratings could experience
downward pressure if the government
significantly veered from its consolidation
targets and this led to a further
deterioration in debt dynamics. Moreover,
we would also view negatively any
substantial increases in external and
financial vulnerabilities or dwindling

potential growth prospects.
Recent developments
On 13 December, Poland’s lower house
of Parliament (the Sejm) approved the
2014 budget bill. The budget projects an
underlying fiscal deficit (excluding pension
changes) of 3.6% of GDP in 2014 on the
basis of economic growth of 2.5%, which is
in line with our GDP forecast. Given a more
favorable economic outlook and recent
data indicating better-than-anticipated
expected fiscal revenues in the second half
of 2013, we see an increasing likelihood of
budgetary outperformance in 2014.
Preliminary numbers released shortly
before the Sejm approved the 2014 budget
bill indicate that the central government
ran a monthly surplus in November,
underscoring the sensitivity of Polish fiscal
accounts to domestic demand growth. Tax
revenues underperformed in the first half
of 2013 as economic growth was primarily
driven by external demand, prompting the
authorities to revise their deficit projection
for the year to 4.8% of GDP from the
previous target of 3.5%.
However, economic activity in Poland
picked up in H2 2013, supported by a
combination of still-strong net exports and
recovering domestic consumption. Given
the nascent domestic demand-driven
recovery in the second half of the year, we
recognize that fiscal slippage in 2013 is
likely to be less significant than expected,
increasing the probability that the deficit
could end the year below 4.5% of GDP.
Favorable consumption dynamics are
likely to gather further momentum in the
first half of 2014. The positive effect of net
exports is set to gradually wane in H2 2014

as the economy shifts back to domestic
demand-driven growth, which should
contribute to increasing fiscal revenues.
We believe that risks to next year’s
economic performance are skewed toward
the upside. Although the most important
downside risk for economic growth is
a significant weakening of the external
environment and a deterioration in the
global economic outlook, this scenario is
becoming increasingly unlikely. The main
upside risk stems from domestic demand
strengthening beyond expectations,
boosted by a buoyant employment
market and rising real wages. Firmer
domestic demand growth would have a
strong impact on the budget balance, as
we believe that consumption tax arrears
would decrease substantially.
Fiscal outperformance would help put the
goal of exiting the European Commission’s
excessive deficit procedure (EDP) within
reach. In the context of the EDP, the
EU Council’s latest recommendation
acknowledged that Poland will miss the
3.6% of GDP deficit target set by the
Council for 2013. The Council estimates
that the annual adjusted structural
consolidation in 2013 will amount to 0.3%
of GDP, below their recommendation of a
0.8% of GDP structural adjustment.
Nevertheless, the Council extended
Poland’s deadline to bring the deficit
back below the EU reference level of 3%
of GDP by one year (until 2015). The new
deficit targets (excluding any impact from
pension transfers) are 4.8% of GDP in
2013, 3.9% and 2.8% in 2014 and 2015,
respectively.
December, 31, 2013

KEY INDICATORS FOR THE POLISH BANKING SYSTEM (RATED BANKS)
2012

2011

2010

2009

Pre-Provision Income/ Risk-Weighted Assets

3.4%

4.2%

3.6%

3.2%

Net income/ Risk-Weighted Assets

2.0%

2.4%

1.9%

1.4%

(Market Funds - Liquid Assets)/Total Assets

-10.9%

-9.3%

-11.1%

-9.5%

Gross Loans/Due to Customers

100.6%

102.0%

99.0%

98.7%

Cost to Income ratio

49.2%

50.2%

51.4%

54.4%

Tier 1 ratio

13.7%

12.4%

13.0%

12.5%

Tangible Common Equity / Risk-Weighted Assets 15.4%

14.3%

14.8 %

13.9%

Problem Loans/Gross Loans

7.5%

7.2%

7.5%

6.8%

Loan Loss Reserves / Problem Loans

62.7%

65.3%

63.9%

64.2%

Source: Moody’s

RATED BANKS
total assets (in
PLN million as
of 30 June 2013

Domestic market
share (loans, in %, as
of 30 June 2013

Domestic market share
(deposits, in % as of 30
June 2013

Long-term Bank deposit Standalone credit
Rating (local currency)
Strength and Outlook
and Outlook		

Notches of
uplift for
external support

PKO Bank Polski

198,219

16.9%

18.2%

A2/Neg

C-/Neg/baa2

3

Pekao SA

150,785

11.0%

13.3%

A2/Neg

C-/Sta/baa1

2

BRE Bank SA

108,232

8.1%

7.6%

Baa3/Sta

D/Sta/ba2

2

Bank Zachodni WBK

101,341

7.9%

9.1%

Baa1/Neg

D+/Sta/baa3

2

ING Bank Slaski

81,791

5.6%

7.6%

Baa1/Neg

D+/Sta/baa3

2

Getin Noble Bank

63,280

5.1%

6.4%

Ba2/Sta

D-/Sta/ba3

1

Bank Millennium

57,137

4.7%

5.4%

Ba2/Neg

E+/Sta/b1

2

Citi Handlowy

46,300

1.8%

2.4%

Baa3/Sta

D+/Sta/baa3

-

Bank BPH

34,416

2.6%

1.7%

Baa2/Sta

D/Sta/ba2

3

BGZ

33,241

2.9%

3.3%

Baa2/Sta

D/Sta/ba2

3

Credit Agricole Bank Polska

12,340*

1.4%*

0.9%*

Baa3/Sta

D/Sta/ba2

2

Notes: Long-Term Bank Deposit Ratings reflect a bank’s stand-alone credit strength and support considerations. A bank’s standalone credit strength reflects its creditworthiness without
considering support. The table shows banks’ standalone credit strength as indicated by our Bank Financial Strength Ratings (BFSR) ratings (on a scale from A to E), the corresponding trend,
and the standalone BFSR mapped to our long-term scale (in small letters).
Source: Moody’s
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Real GDP
Growth
in CEE6
Systems SYSTEMS
REAL
GDP
GROWTH
INBanking
CEE6 BANKING

Poland

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Romania

Hungary

Slovenia

10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%
-10%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013F

2014F

Source: Moody’s Country Statistical Handbook, Moody’s estimates

NPLs development in the Polish banking system

Source: Moody's Country Statistical Handbook, Moody's estimates

NPLs DEVELOPMENT IN THE POLISH BANKING SYSTEM

Stock of NPLs in PLN billion (RHS)

NPL ratio (LHS)
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50
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4%

30

3%
20
2%
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Source: Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF)
Source: Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF)

Problem loans / gross loans for CEE

PROBLEM LOANS / GROSS LOANS FOR CEE

Poland

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Romania

Hungary

Slovenia*

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
2008
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2011
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Q1 2013

*Note: Slovenia NPLs defined as total loans in arrears.

Sources: Polish Financial Supervision Authority and Hungary National Banks of Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania and
Slovenia, World Bank, Moody’s calculations
Sources: Polish Financial Supervision Authority and Hungary National Banks of Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania and Slovenia, World Bank, Moody's
calculations

Key rating drivers
Ratings and outlook affirmed: Poland’s ‘A−‘ rating with
a Stable Outlook balances solid recovery prospects
and resilience against recent emerging-market (EM)
turmoil with weak external and income metrics
compared with the ‘A’ median.
Economic recovery underway: Poland is the only EU
economy not to have experienced a GDP contraction
in any year since the onset of the global financial crisis
in 2008. Fitch Ratings forecasts that real GDP growth
will pick up to 2.8% in 2014 and 3.2% in 2015 from
1.6% in 2013, above eurozone and regional averages,
but slightly below the ratings category median. Growth
drivers are likely to shift from net exports to domestic
demand, as household consumption and private
investment recover.
Pension reform rating-neutral: Fitch forecasts that
Poland‟s GGGD ratio will fall to 50% of GDP in 2014,
in line with the „A‟ median, following cancellation
of debt worth 8.5% of GDP from open pension funds.
Fitch judges this development to be ratings neutral,
as it will also reduce the stock of assets to meet future
pension provisions. The savings it generates should
reduce the general government deficit to just below
3% of GDP in 2015, in line with the „A‟ median, from
an estimated 4.6% in 2013.
Improving external finances: Fitch forecasts that
Poland‟s net external debt (NXD) ratios will still be
markedly above the „A‟ median in 2015. However,
they are modestly declining. The current account
deficit (CAD) narrowed to an estimated 18-year
low of 1.4% of GDP in 2013, as the trade balance
improved sharply. Fitch forecasts that the CAD will
widen modestly in 2014-2015 to around 2% of GDP as
imports recover, but will remain below the historical
norm of 4%-4.5% of GDP.
Resilience to EM turmoil: A credible monetary
and exchange rate regime (free float), a lack of
significant macroeconomic imbalances and a stable
banking sector support access to the USD34bn
flexible credit line with the IMF. These factors helped
the government to finance half its gross borrowing
requirement for 2014 by end-January on favourable
terms. Nevertheless, a higher share of government
securities accruing to non-resident investors following
the pension assets transfer could pose a risk of market
instability.
Rating sensitivities
Underlying fiscal consolidation: Material progress with
fiscal consolidation that lowers the budget deficit and
puts the public debt ratio on a clear downward path
would support positive rating action.
Fiscal slippage: Conversely, a pronounced fiscal
loosening that endangers the achievement of the
medium-term budget deficit and debt reduction
targets would be ratings negative.
External or domestic shock: Poland remains
exposed to eurozone developments via extensive
trade and financial links. Prolonged weak economic
performance, resulting either from external or
domestic shocks, could lead to a negative rating
action.
Strengths
· Macroeconomic stability is supported by a credible
monetary and exchange-rate regime (free float).
Poland has access to a flexible credit line from the IMF
worth around $34bn until January 2015.
· GDP growth and inflation are more stable than for
rating peers.
· The relatively robust banking sector has proved
resilient to global shocks.
· Political stability and institutional strengths are
underpinned by EU membership.
· Fiscal flexibility is enhanced by Poland’s deep
domestic capital markets.
· Public finances are supported by a deep and stable
revenue base. Following the transfer of part of the
open pension funds’ assets to the public sector,
general government debt as a percentage of GDP is
expected to fall to the ‘A’ median.
Weaknesses
· Per capita income is lower than the ‘A’ median.
· Poland is a net external debtor at an estimated
42% of GDP. Fitch forecasts that this ratio will fall
over the next two years. However, external debt ratios
will remain significantly above the „A‟ and „BBB‟
medians in 2014-2015. The external debt service ratio
is nearly 4x higher than the median ratio for peers.
· Polands CAD is wider than those of rating peers,
despite a reduction in the deficit in 2012-2013.
· Polands overall business environment does not
compare well with that of rating peers, although it is
improving.
February 14, 2014
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